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Abstract 

Microneedles are an area of growing interest for applications in transdermal delivery. Small, 

minimally invasive medical or cosmetic devices, microneedles are intended to penetrate the 

skin’s outer protective layer (stratum corneum) to facilitate delivery of active formulations 

into the skin. Delivery of solution via microneedles has the benefits associated with 

hypodermic injection, i.e. avoiding the first-pass metabolism systems, with the added 

advantages of painless delivery and dose sparing from the reduced solution volumes 

required. 

Advancements in semiconductor processing technologies and equipment have enabled the 

creation of devices and structures that could not have been fabricated in the past. This is also 

true for the fabrication of microneedles, where previous manufacturing methods have relied 

on hazardous chemicals such as Hydrofluoric Acid and Potassium Hydroxide to create the 

sharp tip of the needle, required to reduce insertion force. 

In this thesis, the realisation of a hollow bevelled silicon microneedle fabricated using only 

plasma processing techniques is presented, providing a route to scalable manufacture of 

high-performance, sharp-tipped microneedles. The microneedle fabrication process consists 

of three main etch steps in the process flow to create hollow structures. For each of the 

Bevel, Bore, and Shaft processes the development and optimisation is detailed. Throughout 

the process development, several unexpected processing issues were encountered, 

including depth non-uniformity, “notching”, and “silicon grass”. Investigations have been 

performed to determine the root cause of each issue and fine-tune processes to optimise 

the final devices. A discussion of the process hardware is also presented, with reference to 

the benefits for each specific application process. 

Following development and optimisation of each individual process, the Bevel, Bore, and 

Shaft processes were integrated in the manufacturing flow to create the final hollow silicon 

microneedle device. Issues arising from the combination of the three processes have been 

investigated, resolved, and optimised. This includes the conception and execution of a novel 

process for the plasma smoothing of an angled silicon surface, which improved the quality 

of lithography on the non-planar bevel surface and minimised grass formation. 

Preliminary testing, undertaken to assess the suitability of these devices for transdermal use, 

included mechanical fracture force, skin penetration, and injection testing. The microneedles 

were found to be strong enough to remain intact during insertion, and demonstrate 

successful penetration and injection through the stratum corneum and into the deeper skin 

layers. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

An overview is given of basic concepts of microneedles, their 

manufacture, and applications. The history, development, and 

benefits of microneedles are discussed, and the main aims of this 

project are defined.  
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1.1 Introduction 

Advancements in the processing of silicon microstructures have made possible devices 

that would previously have been inconceivable. The semiconductor processing industry is 

continually looking to advance capability in line with the demands of device manufacturers, 

allowing increasingly complex structures to be produced [15-18]. 

With the conception of each new device, extensive developments and optimisations 

must be carried out to improve their effectiveness and reliability for their intended purpose. 

Each microstructure can have several process steps in their manufacture using a range of 

semiconductor processing techniques. For example, process types can be plasma (dry) [15, 

18-20] or acid (wet) [21-24] based, and depending on the desired outcome can be etching 

[19, 23, 24], deposition [25], cleaning [26-28], or smoothing [29, 30]. The job of optimising 

these processes is often the responsibility of Process Engineers, whose focus within an 

institution is usually the improvement of the multitude of processes used in the complex 

manufacture of microstructures. 

The focus of this thesis is the development, optimisation, and manufacture of novel 

silicon microstructures using state-of-the-art semiconductor plasma processing techniques. 

The structures chosen for this work are microneedles, the concept of which will be explained 

in more detail in the following sections. The techniques used to process the devices will be 

described, and the results of developmental and optimisation studies will be presented. 

 

1.2  Microneedles 

1.2.1 Introduction to Microneedles 

Microneedles (MN) are a cover-all term to describe micron-scale minimally invasive 

devices for penetrative cosmetic or medical purposes [31, 32]. The primary purpose of 
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microneedles is to penetrate the protective outer skin layer (stratum corneum) and facilitate 

the transport of fluid, agents (e.g. vaccines) or particles to the dermal layers where solutions 

can be absorbed, agents can interact with specific cells in the skin compartment and drugs 

can be delivered locally or systemically – depending on the depth of penetration and efficacy 

of transdermal drug transport [31, 32]. Without MN penetration, the intact stratum corneum 

otherwise acts as a barrier which prevents significant transdermal fluid absorption due to its 

hydrophobic qualities [32, 33]. 

The first patent for a microneedle device was granted in 1976 for Martin Gerstel and 

Virgil Place for the Alza Corporation [34], and was granted for several conceptual designs of 

polymer and metal needles. The first proof of concept study on the use of microneedles for 

transdermal delivery applications was not published until 1998 [35]. Interest in microneedles 

has been growing since then. A literature search for the term ‘Microneedles’ reveals just 127 

publications in 1998, rising to 2770 in 2020. Spikes in publications occurred in 2012 and 2021 

and are probably linked to events that occurred 1-2 years prior, the 2009-10 H1N1 Swine Flu 

and 2019-current SARS-CoV-2 COVID-19 pandemics likely causing a surge in research in 

response to world events. 
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Microneedles have been developed for a variety of applications and can usually be 

separated into the categories of cosmetic or medical devices. Cosmetic microneedles, as 

implied by the name, focus on the treatment of superficial skin appearance. Examples of this 

include scars [36, 37], skin conditions [38, 39], and beauty products [40, 41]. The transport 

of the formulation through the stratum corneum can significantly increase the availability of 

active molecules in the deeper skin layers in comparison to simple topical cream applications 

[42-45] by bypassing relatively impenetrable outer skin layers [32, 40, 43]. This is particularly 

so for hydrophilic or water soluble molecules and for large molecules – both of which have 

minimal penetration through the stratum corneum [33]. 

There are also several medical applications for microneedles, where the target is not the 

skin but the vascular system to allow direct absorption of the therapeutic solution into the 

bloodstream. Some medical applications for microneedles include insulin delivery [46-50], 

allergy testing [49, 51], protein delivery [52], and brain implants [53]. Vaccines are also an 

area of significant interest for MN, with inoculations delivered by microneedle being 

 

Figure 1.1. Chart showing the increase in research publications related to microneedles by year. 
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developed for Influenza [54-56], Anthrax [57], Coronavirus [58], and Hepatitis B [59]. The use 

of MN to administer vaccines is of particular interest due to the reduced training required to 

give the inoculations and the reduced dose needed compared to intramuscular injection [54, 

56-59]. 

1.2.2 Existing Microneedle Designs 

The general physical form of microneedles can be described as one of five major groups. 

These are Solid, Coated, Dissolving, Porous, and Hollow. Illustrations of each type can be 

seen in Figure 1.2. 

 Solid Microneedles: These are the simplest form of microneedle, and consist 

only of a structure protruding above the baseplate (substrate) that the MN is 

created on. The fundamental purpose of solid microneedles is simply to 

penetrate the skin layers, and thereby create a conduit in the outer skin layer, 

through which liquids can passively diffuse into the body [32]. The delivery 

method using solid MN is often referred to as ‘poke and patch’ due to the 

method of usage being to create the holes in the skin before applying the 

intended substance to the surface [60]. 

 Coated Microneedles: Similar in initial design to the solid MN form, coated 

microneedles consist of solid MN covered in a formulation containing a 

substance that needs to be absorbed by the skin. In reference to purely solid 

MN, coated microneedles application is referred to as ‘coat and poke’. Their 

application relies on the ability of the coated substance to diffuse from the MN 

coating formulation into the skin in situ, improving efficiency of the delivery [61]. 

Dosage is limited to the amount of coating that can be applied to the surface 

area of the MN [62], and thicker coatings can reduce the sharpness of the MN 

tip and limit the ability to penetrate the skin [63]. The incorporation of the active 
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agent into the formulation and the adhesion of the formulation to the MN also 

need to be considered, as well as the diffusion release of the active agent from 

the coating [64]. 

 Dissolving Microneedles: In this design, the tip of the MN is formed from the 

substance to be absorbed rather than the material of the MN body – the material 

to be inserted into the skin forms the sharp tip to the MN. Once inserted, the 

formulation is dissolved in the interstitial skin fluid and absorbed [65-67]. This 

allows a higher volume of material to be inserted per MN than the coated variety 

(but is still limited by volume). 

 Porous Microneedles: As opposed to the coated and dissolving MN, porous 

microneedles contain the active solution in cavities in the porous MN surface 

which hold the formulation while the microneedle is inserted, rather than having 

the solution on the external MN surface. This allows the formulation to diffuse 

into the skin from the porous surface once in situ [68-70]. 

 Hollow Microneedles: This design contrasts all the other varieties of MN, which 

rely on passive diffusion. The hollow microneedles utilise a hole that reaches all 

the way through the MN, known as a bore, to flow solution from a reservoir 

behind the MN and into the skin [71]. In this way, increased doses can be 

administered with ease due to the injection capabilities similar to hypodermic 

needles. The presence of the bore leads to several options for MN design, 

including with the bore central [13, 72, 73], offset [14, 74, 75], or exiting the side 

of the MN [76], though this flexibility with design comes at the cost of complex 

manufacturing methods required to integrate the bore into the microneedle 

shaft. 
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1.2.3 Microneedle Materials 

Microneedles can be manufactured from several different materials. The most common 

materials used to fabricate microneedles are Polymer [77, 78], Metal [79, 80], Ceramic [70, 

81], and Silicon [9, 82, 83]. The microneedles created with each material also contain several 

possible variations, with the specific design and application dictating the exact material used 

for fabrication. 

Polymers are a popular choice for the fabrication of simpler microneedle designs, 

partially due to their ease of manufacture and low production cost. Some examples of 

polymers used for microneedle manufacture are polycarbonate [78], photoresists [84-86], 

 

Figure 1.2. Graphic representation of different microneedle types, showing the mode of solution 

delivery into the skin. 
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and various printable or mouldable plastics [77, 87, 88]. Microneedles fabricated from 

polymers do encounter some issues with the more complex designs due to the typical 

manufacturing methods employed, namely printing, lithography, two-photon 

polymerisation, or moulding. Most polymer MN are manufactured to be solid [61, 86, 88-

90], coated [49, 91], or dissolving [66, 92, 93]. Some hollow polymer microneedles do exist 

[94-97] but integration of the bore has some difficulties related to the common additive 

manufacturing methods and reduced MN strength with less material, so to avoid these issues 

there are also designs that utilise an open channel design for passive diffusion [87, 98, 99]. 

Metal [79, 80], and Ceramic [70, 81] MN are less common. Metal and ceramic MN can 

be manufactured using the sintering process [100], but for hollow MN the most common 

method of bore production is CNC micro-milling which can be hard to reproduce in a 

production environment [101]. Metal microneedles, while generally being biocompatible, 

can induce allergic reactions in some cases [102]. Physical micromachining/milling is also an 

expensive method of fabrication, leading to a high cost (~$200 per patch) [101]. 

Microneedles manufactured from silicon are biocompatible [74] and offer a good 

alternative to both polymer and metal, in terms of cost and performance. The method of 

fabrication is also highly scalable. Semiconductor processing is a mature technology, having 

been used in production environs for decades to mass-manufacture commercial components 

[15, 17, 18]. The mature processing techniques also provide an excellent basis for the 

development of new and complicated designs [15-17]. Fundamentally, the biggest 

restrictions with silicon processing are the cost of material and capital equipment costs. Costs 

decrease with higher throughputs in manufacturing environments, but this limits low-

volume production and development [15]. However, the benefits in performance can justify 

even expensive, low-volume production in niche, high value applications, whilst mass 

production can reduce costs to levels viable for cosmetic and vaccine products. 
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1.3 Silicon Microneedles 

1.3.1 In-Plane and Out-of-Plane Manufacture 

Silicon is a commonly used material for microneedles because of the design flexibility 

afforded from the extensive methods of semiconductor manufacture. This allows new 

shapes to be conceived and implemented, without some of the restrictions imposed on 

traditional microfabrication methods required for metal processing [100, 101]. 

Semiconductor grade silicon comes in the form of a wafer, a round disc which can be 

processed into devices [103]. In the case of microneedles, the aim is to produce sharp 

protrusions out of the wafer that can then be inserted into skin. Using silicon wafers, there 

are two main ways to manufacture structures like this which are known as in-plane [104-

106] and out-of-plane [76, 105, 106]. 

 In-plane (IP): Microneedles are manufactured such that they are in the in the 

plane of the wafer. This allows longer needles to be manufactured as the limit is 

effectively the diameter of the wafer. The drawback with this type of structure 

is the limit on numbers of devices per wafer due to their increased size, and the 

process/manufacturing complications associated with completely removing the 

Si from areas of the wafer and additional steps involved with adding a bore [82]. 

 Out-of-plane (OOP): Structures are fabricated perpendicular to the wafer 

surface. This increases the number of devices per wafer compared to In-plane 

designs and avoids the issues with through-etching large parts of the wafer. 

However the height of the MN is limited by the thickness of the wafer [76]. This 

is not considered to be a major issue, as the purpose of MN is to be less than 
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1mm in length in order to avoid pain from injection related to longer needles 

stimulating the nerves beneath the dermis. 

Figure 1.3 shows a graphical representation of these two MN types. 

 

Both IP and OOP methods are effective ways to produce silicon microneedles, though 

for different applications. The length afforded to in-plane MN makes them ideally suited for 

probes into hard-to-reach areas [82, 107]. This length is not required for transdermal delivery 

[38], for which the increased device per wafer numbers offered by OOP MN make this the 

preferred device type. 

1.3.2 Forms of Microneedle Design 

As well as orientation of device in relation to the wafer, there are several options for the 

design of the microneedle itself. These were previously described in Section 1.2.2, and all 

 

Figure 1.3. Graphic representation of In-Plane and Out-of-Plane microneedles. IP MN are 

manufactured from the width of the silicon, and OOP MN are produced from the thickness. 
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these forms are possible in silicon-based manufacture. Dissolving MN tend not to be 

produced in Si due to the relative simplicity of design, meaning that Polymer MNs offer the 

best value, albeit with reduced performance, if that is the development target. 

Porous silicon microneedles can be produced by the use of Hydrofluoric Acid (HF) in 

electrochemical, metal-assisted, or stain etching to produce nano-pockets in the surface of 

the microneedle [68, 108, 109]. These pockets provide areas for the active solution to be 

passively captured, then allowing diffusion into the skin once the MN is inserted [68-70, 108]. 

There are several examples of solid [9, 11] and hollow [13, 14, 74, 105, 110] silicon 

microneedles reported in the literature (Figure 1.4) and these can be broadly described by 

their physical characteristics, specifically the presence of a bevel, shaft, and bore. These 

features can be seen graphically in Figure 1.5. These characteristics can take several forms in 

practice, but can be differentiated based on the function they provide. A bevel provides a 

sharp surface for insertion, a shaft increases length for depth of insertion, and the bore is a 

conduit through which a solution can be flowed. Variations of these very simple illustrations 

are possible, such as hollow MN with no bevel [13] or a sharp rim [73], or side-exiting bore 

holes [74, 76]. The limits of MN design are not strict and can be expanded with the advent 

of novel process solutions. Currently the production of hollow bevelled MNs is completed 

either using Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) [75] or HF [14] to achieve the angled bevel surface, 

dangerous wet chemicals that require extensive training and safety procedures [111, 112], 

or plasma etching technology that results in a shape not immediately recognisable as a 

needle [73, 74]. Finding a new way to produce hollow bevelled silicon microneedles while 

avoiding the existing techniques of bevel production is a direction that can be explored 

further. 
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Figure 1.4. Examples of silicon microneedles from literature. A) Plasma etched solid MN showing 

a bevel and shaft [9]. B) Solid MN with an angled bevel surface [11]. C) Hollow MN fabricated with 

plasma etching, consisting of a shaft and bore [13]. D) Wet etched hollow MN, with a bore exiting 

on a bevelled surface [14]. 
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1.3.3 Commercial Silicon Microneedles  

Examples of silicon microneedle devices are currently available on the commercial 

market. One such device is the MicronJet from Nanopass which was the first <1mm MN 

device to receive clearance from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for 

intradermal drug delivery [113]. The design is hollow, consisting of only a bevel and bore 

with no shaft, with three MN present in a single array, suitable for therapeutic or cosmetic 

applications [4]. The bevel in this case is achieved using wet KOH etching of the silicon 

 

Figure 1.5. Illustration of basic MN physical characteristics. Each of the features can be varied in 

appearance and combined to give the required form for the application. Row (A) shows each of the 

bevel and shaft combinations that form Solid MN, while row (B) shows these variations with the 

bore in place to give Hollow MN. 
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substrate before a dry plasma etch is used to create the bore [110]. Images can be seen in 

Figure 1.6a. 

DebioTech also have a product on the commercial market. Also a hollow MN, their 

DebioJect design [114] is offered as an array of microneedles or a single MN, with several 

height options. The structure of the MN is a conical top with a long vertical shaft, and a bore 

hole that exits through the side of the MN near the top, as can be seen in Figure 1.6b. The 

DebioJect device has been shown to offer effective delivery of a Rabies vaccine [10] and Cells 

[38], and a spring mechanism in the applicator ensures efficient penetration of the MN [115]. 

Another silicon MN that can currently be purchased is the device available from U-needle 

[116]. Their Bella-mu product is a single microneedle rather than an array, manufactured 

from silicon with a long shaft and hollow bore [117]. Bella-mu primarily focuses on 

pharmaceutical applications, such as dose sparing of vaccines [116]. It is an intradermal 

injection device, so is longer than other available microneedles, and is fabricated by 

producing the long MN in-plane, before bonding into an application device to reduce the 

usable height to target the intended depth in skin, as shown in Figure 1.6c [12]. 
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Figure 1.6. Images of commercial silicon microneedles. a) Nanopass MicronJet, 600µm tall from 

base-to-tip with a bevelled surface for insertion [4]. b) DebioTech DebioJect, 750µm tall with a side-

exiting bore at approximately 500µm from the base [10]. c) U-needle Bella-mu, height is controlled 

by setting the needle in epoxy giving the functional length of the device [12]. 
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1.4 Skin Architecture 

On the macro scale, skin consists of 3 main layers. The innermost layer is the hypodermis, 

which is mostly adipose tissue and provides a platform for the second layer, the dermis. The 

middle layer in the skin’s composition, the dermis contains structures such as hair follicles, 

sweat glands, nerves, and blood vessels surrounded by collagen [71]. The sweat glands and 

blood vessels in the dermis are the main tools used to regulate the temperature of the body. 

The outermost layer is known as the epidermis, and is the body’s protective barrier against 

external environments. These layers can be seen graphically in Figure 1.7. 

 

The epidermis can be further split into distinct layers, as can be seen in Figure 1.8. 90% 

of the skin cells in the epidermis are keratinocytes of some form [118]. Starting next to the 

dermis, the stratum basale is the lowest layer in the epidermis and keratinocytes are formed 

here. As keratinocytes age, they migrate up through the epidermis due to the production of 

new cells in the stratum basale [119]. Once in the stratum spinosum, keratinocytes stop 

proliferating and begin the process of keratinisation, continuing to move towards the surface 

 

Figure 1.7. Diagram of the dermal skin layers, showing the difference between the epidermis, 

dermis, and hypodermis [2]. The typical combined thickness of these three layers is 1.69 to 2.28mm 

in the upper arm [8]. 
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as they age [120]. The stratum granulosum is comprised of keratinocytes that have lost their 

nuclei, with the layer being named for the granular appearance of the cytoplasm in the dying 

cells [121]. Beyond the stratum granulosum layer the keratinocytes are dead, and in some 

places on the human body (such as palms or soles of feet) they then form the stratum 

lucidum, an additional barrier providing more thickness to the skin [118, 122]. The final layer 

of the epidermis is the stratum corneum, a layer usually <20µm in thickness entirely 

comprised of dead keratinocytes (AKA corneocytes) [123, 124]. In the stratum corneum these 

corneocytes provide a barrier to penetration from microbes and toxic substances, as well as 

the hydrophobic qualities to prevent significant absorption of solutions into the skin [33]. 

After some time in the stratum corneum and on the outer surface of the skin, corneocytes 

undergo desquamation and are shed from the skin’s surface. 

 

Together, these layers make up the most expansive organ of the body, accounting for 

16% of an average person’s body mass [63]. In addition to its functions of sensing 

temperature, contact, and pain, the skin plays a vital role in repelling harmful substances or 

 

Figure 1.8. Illustration of the individual layers that make up the epidermis, from the surface of the 

skin down to the dermis [3]. The epidermis on the shoulder can be up to 110µm thick, with the 

stratum corneum typically less than 20µm [7]. 
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microorganisms away from the bodily internals where they might be able to cause illness 

[33]. 

 

1.5 Microneedles Vs Hypodermic Needles 

1.5.1 History of Hypodermic Needles 

The advantages of introducing foreign substances beneath the epidermis for medical 

applications are seen during the development of modern vaccinations, notably with the 

smallpox inoculations carried out in Asia and the Middle East, before being studied by Dr 

Edward Jenner and reported in 1798 [125]. 

Medical treatment by injection was popularised in the 19th century after the invention 

of the first skin-piercing hollow hypodermic needle by Dr Alexander Wood [126]. This 

allowed for repeatable and less invasive injection of materials into the patient’s system when 

combined with a syringe to control dose. This has been the primary technology for all sub-

dermal injections since Dr Wood’s original design, but the basic principle and overall 

technology has not changed much for modern applications. While hypodermic needles offer 

many advantages over other types of drug administration there are still areas that can be 

improved with the development of new technologies. 

While hypodermic needles are readily available and used for many medical applications, 

they have some drawbacks which are overlooked due to the benefit they introduce to the 

patient. When injected with a traditional hypodermic needle, the patient will typically 

experience pain associated with puncture into the subcutaneous layer under the skin. This is 

a particular problem for children who may not understand the health benefits of such a 

treatment or immunisation, which can induce a lasting ‘needle phobia’ that stays with the 
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individual into adulthood [127]. This pain can also be an issue for people who must self-

medicate using hypodermic needles, such as Type 1 diabetics.  

Hypodermic needles also require safety training to correctly administer treatments to 

patients, as sharps injuries are common among even trained professionals. In 2008, the Royal 

College of Nurses commissioned a survey which showed that 96% of UK nurses use needles, 

and 52% “fear needlestick injury either ‘a great deal’ (23%) or a ‘fair amount’ (29%)” [128]. 

48% of those surveyed had experienced an injury by a sharp that had already been used on 

a patient, leading to an increased risk of infection for the nurse [128]. A later study by Saia 

et al. in 2010 estimated that 100,000 injuries are caused by sharps among UK medical 

professionals every year [129]. This need for training to avoid injury and administer the 

appropriate dosage to the correct depth in the skin is a limiting factor in the speed with which 

vaccinations can be deployed in certain circumstances. Many developing countries may have 

a shortage of trained medical staff to combat epidemics before international intervention. 

This also extends worldwide to pandemic episodes, where many people need to be treated 

with a limited number of medical staff available. 

Due to the prevalence of needlestick injuries, safety protocols for the handling of sharps 

are needed to protect individuals who may come into contact with these items. All medical 

professionals that are required to use, or otherwise come into regular contact with, sharps 

such as hypodermic needles must receive training in their safe handling and protective 

equipment to minimise this risk [130, 131]. However, disposal of these objects is also a major 

concern, as this can also expose waste disposal staff to the dangers associated with medical 

sharps. As such, protocols are also required for the removal of any sharps waste, increasing 

the number of people needed to be specifically trained to safely handle sharps at all stages 

of the usage cycle [132]. 
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A typical disposal scheme requires the use of dedicated sharps bins to be removed by 

trained waste removal staff to a facility that specifically deals with the destruction or 

incineration of potentially hazardous materials. For self-medicating patients this is often not 

the most common method for discarding needles; a survey in 2003 by Olowokure et al. 

showed that only 12-14% of the diabetic population is estimated to use this disposal method 

[133]. In the same survey, 84% of people who had a normal amount of sharps awareness 

disposed of blood-stained materials either loose in household rubbish or contained in a 

drinks can, bleach bottle or other makeshift household receptacle [133]. These patients may 

feel conscious of leaving a dedicated medical bin outside their homes, but this unsafe 

disposal of used needles and other sharps in normal household waste exposes many more 

people to potential injury or infection [133-135]. People encountering sharps in this way may 

not be expecting to come across such material and are therefore less vigilant to the dangers 

associated with needlestick injury and potential infection risks. 

Although hypodermic needles possess a high risk of injury or infection, even when 

handled correctly, their advantages are also extensive. Being a mature technology with 

several decades of development, the manufacture of hypodermic needles is optimised to a 

high degree. When stored in the correct conditions they do not spoil, so can be stockpiled 

for rapid deployment. With the correct training, depth of injection and minimisation of injury 

risk can be somewhat controlled to achieve effective transdermal delivery in the safest way 

possible with the technology available [136]. 

But despite time consuming and exhaustive control methods, needlestick injuries are 

estimated to cause 2 million cases of serious infection among healthcare workers worldwide 

annually according to a WHO-ICN collaboration on the prevalence of such injuries. This is also 

noted as probably being a low estimate, based on “the lack of surveillance and 

underreporting of injuries” [130], with one survey of UK professionals indicating the rate of 
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non-reporting could be in the region of 50%, due in part to a low perceived risk of infection 

[137]. It would therefore be beneficial to replace hypodermics where possible for an 

alternative injection device, which can provide a better safety standard to self-injectors, 

professionals, and waste disposal staff while maintaining efficient transdermal delivery. 

1.5.2 Benefits of Microneedles 

When compared to hypodermic needles, MN are considered painless due to their 

minimally invasive nature [138, 139]. The length of the microneedle means that the nerves 

in the deeper layers of skin are not stimulated, and with this reduced discomfort the phobia 

associated with injections and needles is also lessened [127, 138-140], facilitating self-

injection for more people who would previously have not considered it. 

As well as reducing the risk of outright injury from penetration, the risk of infection when 

using microneedles is lower than their hypodermic counterpart [60, 140, 141], and this 

combination results in medical professionals being exposed to a significantly lower level of 

risk from sharps injuries [130, 132, 139-141]. This is also beneficial for the intended use of 

the MN, with patients experiencing lower risk of post-injection microbial infections [60, 140, 

142]. 

By utilising transdermal delivery, microneedles bypass the gastrointestinal tract and first-

pass metabolism systems [62, 93, 123, 142]. This results in an increased efficacy of 

administered solutions, meaning that reduced doses can be given to achieve the same results 

which extends the supply of the active formulation [31, 93, 143, 144]. 

Additionally, due to their diminutive stature and lack of direct injury risk, microneedles 

don’t require the same dedicated disposal practices as other medical sharps [60]. For cases 

of repeated self-injection, such as IVF or diabetes, this ease of disposal is beneficial for the 

injecting individuals and improves compliance with local waste protocols. This leads to a 
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reduced risk of workers unexpectedly encountering and being injured by incorrectly disposed 

medical sharps [60]. 

Despite these benefits microneedle uptake has been slow, particularly in the medical 

sector. This is in part due to unfamiliarity with MN devices but can also be partially explained 

by the advantages of the MN overlapping with areas of lower priority for medical applications 

such as pain reduction, and that MN have limited use in intramuscular applications where 

hypodermic needles excel. With sufficient training, the hypodermic needle provides a good 

all-in-one injection platform in an understood and mature technology. However, with 

additional understanding in the general populous of the advantages of MN, they could be 

adopted for specific applications. 

To summarise, the key advantages of microneedle use compared to hypodermic needles 

are bypassing the first-pass metabolism systems [62, 93, 123, 142], painless delivery [60, 145-

147], dose sparing [31, 93, 143, 144], targeted delivery via shallow injection [148], easier 

disposal practices [60], reduced fear of injection [127, 138-140], and less risk of post-

insertion infection [60, 140, 142]. 

 

1.6 Project Overview 

The initial conception of a new hollow bevelled silicon microneedle structure using only 

dry plasma etching technology occurred before the commencement of this research with a 

patent being filed in 2018 by Roberts et al. for SPTS Technologies Ltd. The patent was granted 

in Europe in 2020 [149], and in the US in 2021 [150]. 

Initial development of these fabrication steps was completed on previous generation 

plasma processing hardware. Although the quality of the resulting products was enough to 

show that the concept could be realised, there was significant improvement possible with 
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the transfer to current generation etch tools. The use of state-of-the-art processing 

hardware in this body of work also presented the opportunity to study the new processes 

involved both individually and together, allowing potential improvement, optimisation, and 

learning to be achieved through in-depth process development. The goal of this project was 

the microfabrication of a functional device using state-of-the-art machinery, with the 

secondary objectives of process optimisation and understanding the mechanisms and 

processes involved to improve results. 

During the development of new processes and applications issues are to be expected, 

especially in the case of multiple processes being combined. Unforeseen consequences are 

common due the complexity involved with device processing, however when these issues 

were encountered the aim was to generate novel and effective solutions to allow improved 

fabrication steps in the future. 

Upon the fabrication of microneedle devices, basic proof-of-concept experiments were 

conducted to demonstrate functionality of the final device structure for skin penetration and 

transdermal delivery. Although a dedicated study would be required to fully assess the 

effectiveness and biocompatibility of the devices, initial testing determined their potential 

for transdermal delivery. 

 

1.7 Design and Process Flow 

The fabrication of hollow silicon microneedles relies on three main silicon etch 

processes. Each of these will be explained in detail including motivation, benefits over 

current methodology, plasma process development, and results achieved. 
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Figure 1.9 details all the stages in the fabrication sequence, showing cross-sectional 

schematics for each major etch step in the sequence. Each process step provides a specific 

functional benefit to the final form of the microneedle: 

(A) Bevel; it has been found in previous studies that a bevelled microneedle 

results in greatest penetration, allowing easy insertion into human skin with 

lower forces [73, 151]. The curved shape to the bevel etch ensures that the bevel 

does not continue too far down the microneedle. 

(B) Bore; the central hole through which fluid will be transported from the 

syringe into the sub-dermal layers of skin after microneedle penetration. 

(C) Shaft; this provides the vertical height to the microneedles. Full MN insertion 

depth can be determined by controlling the etch time of this process, allowing 

different layers of skin to be targeted depending on application. 

In the subsequent chapters, the development and optimisation of the plasma etch processes 

for the creation of Hollow Silicon Microneedles will be detailed.  

  

 

Figure 1.9. Schematic diagrams of main process fabrication steps, partitioned by individual etch 

processes. The silicon substrate is shown in grey, masks are shown in red, and etch stop layers are 

shown in blue. The columns (A), (B), and (C) show the individual applications that are required to 

completed the process flow, with mask patterns (a, d, g), etches (b, e, h) and mask removals (c, f, i) 

shown. [6] 
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Chapter 2 

Method 

Materials and analysis methods are described in this chapter with 

relevance to state-of-the-art plasma etch processes. Key 

measurement terminologies are defined, and plasma etch hardware 

and process regimes are described. Methods for process recipe 

development and optimisation are discussed.   
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2.1 Materials 

Plasma micromachining at its most fundamental level aims to create micro- and nano-

scale devices. In order to achieve this, material is etched in a plasma chamber to create the 

correct shape for the intended use. The material inserted into the chamber is typically silicon, 

and in the form of a wafer [103, 152], as can be seen on the left of Figure 2.1. Wafer is the 

term used to refer to the disc of material to be etched, and its dimensions are standardised 

by an organisation called SEMI [153] so that the semiconductor industry is aligned, and 

machines are compatible with each other in a production environment. 

The details of both the hardware and process of etching will be expanded on in this 

chapter. Put simply, the wafer is placed in a controlled environment and a chemical reaction 

between the plasma and the wafer removes the required material [15-18, 154]. This effect 

occurs indiscriminately across the whole wafer, so to form a desired shape some areas of the 

wafer are covered with a protective coat. This is referred to as a ‘mask pattern’ and is usually 

Photoresist (PR, organic-based polymer) or some form of Hardmask (e.g. Silicon Oxide (SiO2, 

oxide), Silicon Nitride (SiN), metal masks, etc.) [155]. Choice of mask material depends on 

several factors, including material to be etched and the intended application; most of the 

work completed in this development utilises a PR mask due to its advantages in ease of 

application, as it requires no other plasma processing. An image of a silicon wafer with a PR 

mask on the surface can be seen on the right of Figure 2.1. 
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The photoresist and the developer fluid were purchased from Microchemicals GmbH, 

and silicon wafers were purchased from Si-Mat (Silicon Materials, Germany). Depending on 

the application PR can be ‘spun’ (using a rotating chuck to spread PR onto the wafer), or 

‘sprayed’ (a movable nozzle uniformly coats the top wafer surface). If sprayed, a SUSS 

MicroTec AS8 is used to deposit AZnLof2070 PR onto the wafer. If spun, AZ125 NXT PR is 

applied using a Laurell WS-650 spin coater. To harden the PR in the correct areas a SUSS 

MicroTec MA8 UV aligner was used to expose the mask pattern, before the wafers were 

washed in AZ276 developer to remove excess resist from opened areas. 

 

2.2 Plasma Etching Basics 

One of the four fundamental states of matter, plasma is a fluidic state characterised by 

the presence of free electrons in an ionic gas with equal numbers of positive and negative 

charges [156, 157]. Plasma makes up most of the visible matter in the universe [156, 157], 

and some examples of naturally occurring plasma include Stars, Lightening, and the Aurora 

Borealis [156]. ‘Artificial’ plasmas can be created by the excitation of gas in a vacuum 

 

Figure 2.1. 100mm silicon wafers. (A) Bare Si with no mask coating. (B) Silicon wafer with PR mask 

applied to surface. Masking steps performed by Olivia Howells at Swansea University. 

A B 
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chamber, using an electric field to excite and strip electrons from the gaseous atoms leaving 

a sea of free electrons and ions [156]. 

Plasmas can be reactive when produced in the correct environment. Plasma etching aims 

to harness this reactive element, and focus it onto the wafer surface. Any area of the wafer 

which is not masked chemically reacts with the plasma, causing material to be removed 

[154]. This is desirable to create three-dimensional (3D) structures in the wafer, defined by 

the mask pattern and designed to achieve the required dimensions. These applications can 

be anything from photonics to microelectromechanical devices (MEMs), and span a wide 

range of materials, but the basic principle remains the same and this method of etching is 

referred to as ‘Reactive Ion Etching’ (RIE) [16, 158, 159]. 

Plasma is created for RIE in a confined and pressure-controlled chamber. Gasses enter 

the chamber and are excited to the plasma state by an electromagnetic field generated 

around the chamber at a frequency of 13.56MHz (RF) [160]. This method of plasma 

generation is known as Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP). The aim of ICP-RIE is to remove 

material from the wafer surface by the presence of a reactive plasma, with the by-products 

being removed from the chamber [15]. For silicon, this is typically achieved by using a 

fluorinated gas to generate Fluorine (F) free radicals in the plasma which react with the 

silicon to give Silicon Tetrafluoride (SiF4) which is then pumped away through an exhaust in 

the chamber [17, 18, 154]. 

Plasma etching is a type of ‘dry etching’, so named for the absence of wet chemicals used 

to process wafers [16, 159]. An alternative form of etching uses reactive chemicals, usually 

acids, and is referred to as ‘wet etching’. A typical wet etch station has a much larger 

footprint and requires a significantly larger facility to not only process wafers, but to 

adequately clean them to prevent unwanted etching [21, 27, 161]. Additionally, wet etch 

chemicals are often extremely hazardous, and as such there are significant and rigorous 
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safety procedures that must be followed to prevent harm befalling any engineers or 

operators charged with the use of Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) or Hydrofluoric Acid (HF) [111, 

112]. Wet etching results in isotropic or crystal oriented etch forms which can be hard to 

control [18]. The avoidance of these dangers and the ease of anisotropic etching are the main 

benefits of using plasma etch technologies [18]. 

Types of plasma etching can usually be described by one of three terms; Chemical, 

Physical, or Combined etching [16, 154]. Chemical etching relies on the reactions of the 

plasma constituents with the surface of the substrate, removing material by the reaction 

between the free radicals in the plasma and the wafer. Physical etching uses a RF generator 

beneath the wafer to accelerate the ions present in the plasma to the wafer surface, 

removing material by sputtering. As the name suggests, Combined etching utilises both the 

effects of chemical and physical etching, combining the reactive and sputtering elements to 

achieve a more efficient and controllable process. 

In order to etch the correct areas of a wafer to produce a desired device, a mask pattern 

is applied to the wafer surface. PR is used to cover the wafer where the silicon substrate 

needs to be protected, and the PR is opened to expose the substrate in the specific areas to 

be etched. A basic schematic for patterning and etching steps is shown in Figure 2.2. 

Processing starts at step 1 with a bare wafer before a layer of mask material (blue) is applied 

as in step 2. The master mask pattern (red) for the intended application is placed over the 

wafer as shown in step 3. The wafer is exposed to UV as in step 4, which cures the required 

areas of the mask. In step 5, the master mask pattern is removed and the wafer is soaked in 

developer before the excess PR is removed in step 6. Step 7 shows the exposed areas of the 

wafer being etched, and when this is completed the remaining mask is removed, leaving the 

result shown in step 8. 
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Semiconductor devices are designed in three dimensions. The mask pattern defines the 

plan view of the device, and controlling the etch is key to achieving the correct shape of the 

final product. The most common targets for etching are Depth and Profile as these have the 

largest effect on the shape, with other targets mostly focussing on the quality of the etch 

rather than the shape. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Illustration of generalised PR masking/etching steps. In step (1) the wafer is shown in 

grey, with the PR represented with blue in step (2). The master mask pattern is shown in (3) in red, 

with UV rays symbolised by the yellow arrows in step (4). The light blue areas of the mask in (4) and 

(5) have been exposed to the UV and so can be washed away in developer leaving the mask pattern 

as in (6). Step (7) shows the etching of the features, with (8) being the final result after the removal 

of the remaining PR mask. 
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2.3 Process Terminology & Definitions 

In order to characterise etched features, process results are examined under a Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM). Using a cleaved cross-section of the etched wafer piece, 

measurements were made using the integrated metrology software available on the Zeiss 

Sigma SEM [162]. These can then either be used directly or combined to give other 

parameters. Below is a list of common measured or calculated parameters, including their 

definitions and formula (if applicable), and the measurement positions are illustrated in 

Figure 2.3. 

Depth: Straight-line height measurement from the bottom of the mask to the bottom of 

the etched feature. 

Critical Dimension (CD): Straight-line width measurement of the feature. Position of 

measurement in the etched feature is specified, with most common used being Top CD 

(width of etched feature at mask interface) and Bottom CD (width of etched feature at the 

base). 

Etch Rate (ER): Calculated by dividing the Depth by the time of the process, given in 

µm/min. 

Non-Uniformity: Quoted in form ± 𝑥 %, a measure of variation of a parameter across a 

wafer. Calculated by dividing the Median by the Mean using the formula 

Non-Uniformity =
max−min

2×avg
× 100     (1) 

and used most frequently for depth. A low non-uniformity figure is desirable, as it shows 

consistency of results across a wafer. 
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Profile: The angle of the etched sidewall in degrees, relative to the horizontal. 

Inconsistent angle measurements are possible with SEM because of the scanning and 

imaging/measurement errors, therefore Profile is calculated using the Top and Bottom CD’s 

(𝐶𝐷𝑇 and 𝐶𝐷𝐵 respectively) in combination with the Depth by the formula 

  Profile = 90 + tan−1 (
𝐶𝐷𝐵−𝐶𝐷𝑇

2×Depth
)     (2) 

Undercut: Lateral distance between the mask sidewall and etch sidewall. 

Mask Thickness: Vertical height of the mask as measured, pre- and post-etch. 

Selectivity: Ratio of material etch depth to mask etch depth. Unit-less, selectivity is a 

useful metric to assess the process regime space, or to calculate how deep one can go with 

a given pre-etch mask thickness. Calculated with the formula 

  Selectivity =
Etch Depth

MaskPre−MaskPost
      (3) 

and usually shown in the form of a ratio (e.g. 10:1 Si:PR, indicating that 10µm of silicon is 

etched for every 1µm of mask). 

Passivation: Deposition from the process that remains present on the feature sidewall. 

Small amounts are desirable to protect the sidewall, but too much or too little can induce 

damage from unintended etching in the sidewall. 
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2.4 Plasma Etch Tool Hardware 

2.4.1 Basic Machine Setup 

A simplified cross section of a typical etch system is shown in Figure 2.4. A wafer is placed 

on a platen inside the vacuum and process gas enters via an inlet, with an exhaust leading to 

a vacuum pump to maintain the low chamber pressure. The chamber is surrounded by an 

electromagnetic RF coil to excite the gas to plasma, and in many cases, there is a second RF 

source connected to the platen itself to accelerate ions toward the wafer, known as Bias [18]. 

The hardware above is enough to perform RIE on a silicon wafer with the correct 

gas/power inputs, however the process control afforded by this setup is limited. 

 

Figure 2.3. Illustration of the common measurements made of an etched feature. Profile Angle is 

measured in degrees from horizontal, with the other measurements being taken in micrometres. 

CDT and CDB are the feature widths at the top and bottom respectively, also known as Critical 

Dimensions. 
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2.4.2 SPTS Deep-Reactive Ion Etch (DRIE) Machines 

In addition to the model above, the SPTS systems utilise additional design features to aid 

the control of the etch process. An APC (Automatic Pressure Control) valve sits between the 

chamber and the vacuum pump, allowing fine control of the pressure during process. Plasma 

etching also increases the temperature of the wafer, with both the exothermic chemical 

reactions and radiative heat from the plasma having an effect. To counter this, the platen is 

cooled by an internal liquid flow to evacuate heat from the wafer. To ensure good thermal 

contact between the wafer and platen, the platen contains an electrode to electrostatically 

clamp the silicon substrate to the surface. Additionally, helium gas is flowed to the backside 

of the wafer to aid in increasing the thermal contact and conductive heat transport. 

The tools available for this development, the Rapier™ and the DSi-v™, are both produced 

by SPTS Technologies Ltd and are considered Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) machines [17, 

163]. While both module types derived from the same previous module and are designed for 

deep silicon etching, containing all the elements mentioned above, their hardware differs to 

give advantages in specific areas: 

 

Figure 2.4. Conceptual cross-section of a generic ICP-RIE chamber for plasma etching. Key design 

elements are highlighted. 
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Rapier™: ‘Dual Source’, contains two regions of plasma generation – Source 1, a bell 

jar at the top of the chamber; and Source 2, a wider area around the chamber body. By 

controlling the Source 1+2 RF powers and gas flows, it is possible to alter the spatial etching 

characteristics and maintain a better non-uniformity compared to a single source tool. 

Desirable for sensitive applications such as small vias and trenches with the need for good 

profile or tilt [164]. 

DSi-v™: ‘Reduced Volume’, the internal volume of the module is smaller than others, 

including the Rapier™, so the vacuum pump is more effective at removing by-products from 

the chamber and the APC can more efficiently achieve a demand pressure. Etch steps are 

more effective and this usually results in a higher etch rate with fewer micromasking events, 

desirable for high open area applications [164]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Conceptual cross-sections of SPTS Technologies Ltd Rapier™ and DSi-v™ DRIE 

chambers. Key hardware is highlighted, with the main difference between the chambers being the 

presence of a secondary RF (1) and gas inlet (2) on the Rapier™, and the reduced chamber volume 

(3) of the DSi-v™. 
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2.5 Plasma Etch Regimes 

2.5.1 Plasma Formation 

To form a plasma capable of etching, a starting gas is selected that will be reactive with 

the target substrate. For silicon this is commonly Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6), though any 

fluorinated gas would also be sufficiently reactive with the wafer surface. 

Generation of the reactive plasma is achieved by the excitation of the input gas by a RF 

coil around the chamber providing electromagnetic energy to the chamber contents. This 

excitation causes the dissociation of SF6 via the mechanism [165] 

𝑆𝐹𝑥 + 𝑒− → 𝑆𝐹𝑥−1 + 𝐹 + 𝑒−.      (4) 

Ionisation of the SF6 is also possible by the interactions 

𝑆𝐹6 + 𝑒− → 𝑆𝐹5
+ + 𝐹 + 2𝑒−      (5) 

and 

𝑆𝐹6 + 𝑒− → 𝑆𝐹6
−.       (6) 

This gives the plasma etch its physical component, by providing charged particles that can be 

accelerated towards the wafer surface by the RF power applied beneath the substrate. 

2.5.2 Plasma Interaction with Substrates 

Free fluorine radicals are reactive with the silicon substrate, and etch the surface most 

commonly via the mechanism 

  4𝐹 + 𝑆𝑖 → 𝑆𝑖𝐹4,       (7) 

where SiF4 is a volatile gaseous by-product that desorbs form the wafer surface and can be 

pumped away [154]. This reaction provides the chemical component for etching. 
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If required, plasma can be used to deposit material onto the wafer. Typically this is 

achieved by using Octafluorocyclobutane (C4F8) gas in the chamber. Under the conditions in 

the chamber, multiple products are created from C4F8, including C4F8, CF4, and C2F6 along 

with other products and their various states of ionisation. The deposition effect is achieved 

by the reaction 

𝐶𝑛𝐹𝑘
− + 𝐶4𝐹8 → 𝐶𝑛+4𝐹𝑘+8 + 𝑒−     (8) 

which forms chain polymers that gather on the wafer surface [159, 166]. This effect in plasma 

processing is commonly referred to as deposition or passivation and this term is not specific 

to C4F8. The terms refer to the act of coating the wafer with a protective layer during the 

plasma process, though this is most commonly achieved with C4F8 for silicon etch processing. 

2.5.3 Non-switched Plasma Etch Regime 

Non-switched is the term used for a method of plasma processing where the recipe (the 

total collection of process parameters) is written in one step. In their simplest forms, Non-

switched processes comprise of a single step run for a fixed time with static parameters, 

although it is possible to either alter parameter values over the course of a step or have 

successive steps with differing parameters. In general, a recipe can be called non-switched if 

the steps are relatively long and don’t repeat (AKA loop) throughout the process. As the steps 

don’t explicitly interact, if multiple steps are present in a process they must each function as 

a standalone process, combining the etch gasses and any necessary passivants all in one, 

meaning that a balance must be struck to achieve the required etch. Directionality of the 

etch is very hard to control in these conditions, so the resulting etch shape usually presents 

as pseudo-isotropic with a significant lateral etch component [19]. A typical non-switched 

etch shape is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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2.5.4 Switched Plasma Etch Regime 

Switched processing consists of two or more steps of a recipe which are completed one 

after the other. Once the final step is over, a ‘loop’ is complete; the process then returns to 

the first step. The recipe terminates after a predetermined number of loops. The looped 

regime allows the separation of etching and deposition steps. Deposition is laid down to 

protect the sidewalls of the etched feature, while the etch step(s) are used to selectively 

remove the deposition from the feature base and etch the silicon beneath. Switched plasma 

etch regimes combine repeated isotropic etches with protective deposition steps to form 

highly anisotropic etch features [15, 16, 154]. 

The classical two step regime is commonly known as the Bosch Process [18, 167], though 

more modern iterations of this looped regime have yielded a 3-step version. 

 

Figure 2.6. Illustration of a typical single step etch shape. The combination of etching and 

passivation gasses in a non-switched regime results in a process where the directionality is hard to 

control, leading to a pseudo-isotropic etch shape. 
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2-Step “Bosch” Process: Consists of a deposition step and an etch step. The etch step 

must balance the directional etch needs of removing the base deposition and chemical 

requirement to etch the silicon. Illustrated graphically in Figure 2.7. 

3-Step Process: Usually consists of a deposition step, a physical etch step, and a chemical 

etch step. The separation of the physical and chemical etch elements allow more controlled 

tuning of the process and results. Illustrated graphically in Figure 2.8. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Illustration of the step progression in a 2-step Bosch regime. Panel (1) shows the 

masked wafer before processing, deposition (2, 4, 6) is then laid down to protect the side of the 

feature from the isotropic etch steps (3, 5, 7). After repeated alternating steps, an anisotropic etch 

form is achieved as shown in panel (8). The etch step is used to both clear the deposition from the 

base and etch the Silicon beneath. 
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2.6 Basics of Analyis and Process Development 

2.6.1 Analysis Methods 

In order to analyse etched features, two primary methods of analysis were employed. 

Optical imaging provided a non-destructive top-down view of the wafer, good for assessing 

the incoming quality of wafer surfaces and scanning etched features for defects. Optical 

images were taken using a Leica DM12000 [168] or Olympus MX50 [169] optical microscope. 

Detailed cross-sectional analysis were completed using a Zeiss Sigma Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) [162]. In a SEM, a beam of electrons is emitted from the ‘electron gun’ 

 

Figure 2.8. Illustration of the step progression in a 3-step regime. Panel (1) shows a masked wafer 

before processing. Deposition (2, 5) is laid down to protect the feature before the physical Etch 1 (3, 

6) step clears the deposition from the base, allowing the chemical Etch 2 (4, 7) to isotropically etch 

the silicon. After repeated steps, an anisotropic etch is formed as shown in panel (8). The separated 

Etch 1 and Etch 2 steps mean that the removal of the deposition and the etching of the silicon can 

be tuned separately. [6] 
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towards the sample. After random scattering from interaction with the sample, the electrons 

are detected and an image can be formed from their energies. A basic schematic of a SEM 

can be seen in Figure 2.9. 

 Features were viewed side-on in order to properly characterise depth, CDs, undercut, 

and mask thickness. To facilitate this, features were cleaved through vertically by using a 

diamond scribe to break the wafer along the Si crystal plane. Wafer pieces were then placed 

in a Zeiss Sigma SEM for analysis, using the integrated metrology capabilities to measure the 

etched features. 

 

2.6.2 Process Recipe Development 

With an abundance of material and consistency of methodology, a ‘Design of 

Experiments’ (DOE) [170] can be completed. This method of process development attempts 

to model the best possible process results by changing a few key parameters and measuring 

 

Figure 2.9. Schematic of SEM analysis of a sample. [1] 
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the etch results. As different process changes often affect the same measured result, e.g. 

both source RF power and chamber pressure affect the etch rate, the interactions of the 

process parameters must also be studied. Specialist modelling software can then map the 

results of changes and interactions between parameters, and interpolate the data to provide 

a ‘best process’ which can then be tested to see if it aligns with the expected result. While 

this method is time efficient, as all necessary tests can be processed together before analysis, 

as mentioned above it requires a significant amount of material to produce the results. As 

such, the DOE is usually reserved for larger companies with the budgets to support this 

development type. 

Trial and error is a standard method for process development but this requires a high 

level of experience to achieve good results in the fewest possible tests. This was the primary 

method employed for the optimisations in this work, to maximize the learning  and 

development possibilities from the available material.  
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Chapter 3 

Design, Process Flow, and Bevel Etch 

Development 

This chapter will describe the overall design of the hollow 

microneedle and the fabrication process steps in detail. The 

development of the first dry etch step, the bevel etch will then be 

explained, including optimisation methodology and results.  
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3.1 Introduction to Bevel Etch 

Other examples of silicon microneedles, both hollow and solid, have been developed in 

the past. In general, the fabrication process for the bevel is either a form of wet etching 

involving Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) [75, 110, 140, 144] or Hydroflouric Acid (HF) [14, 74], 

or a plasma etch in a process flow that results in an unconventional needle shape [9, 73, 74, 

145]. In both cases, significant disadvantages exist. 

For wet etching, this disadvantage is that the chemicals required to perform the step. 

The handling of KOH and HF require exhaustive training and Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE) measures in order to be used with any degree of safety [111, 112], and indeed even 

with appropriate measures in place, risk associated with wet chemicals cannot be avoided. 

Significant advantages in wet processing exist in the initial tool cost and low non-uniformity 

as it is a predicatable chemical reaction that follows the crystal plane of the wafer, and as 

such it is repeatable across and consistent between wafers meaning that the increased risk 

is often considered acceptable. Typically wet etching also requires that a whole area of a 

production facility has to be dedicated to this one step - in practice, a large footprint is 

required to safely complete the etching step as well as wafer cleaning to prepare for further 

production steps. It is therefore of beneficial to both the health and safety of factory 

personnel and to the optimisation of facility space to perform this step on a dry plasma etch 

system, as the safety risks are significantly reduced and the smaller footprint of the machine 

allows more floor space to be used for additional processing machinery. In addition KOH 

etching of Si results in a fixed, continuous angle [22]; this has negative effects for MN use, in 

particular the ease of MN skin penetration where shallower angles are more beneficial [73] 

– a fixed, shallow angle takes up too much height of the MN, so a curved shape is preferable 

to provide an angle that aids with insertion while not using too much of the total MN height. 
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Another advantage is the ease with which microneedle length can be increased without 

impacting the mask design requirements. Where the angled surface is completed with dry 

etching in other process flows, the disadvantages lie with the microneedles rather than their 

manufacture. In other process flows, the overall design of production flow and needles limit 

the final shapes that can be produced, resulting in microneedles that are either unfamiliar or 

require special instructions to use [14, 20, 74, 144]. 

In this work, a recognisable needle shape is fabricated for the microneedle that is 

intuitive to use. The first challenge in producing this shape is the curved bevel that is 

immediately familiar from hypodermic needles, which serves the purpose of reducing the tip 

angle and facilitating penetration of the needle into skin with low force [73, 151] and 

minimising the training required for safe use. Other challenges such as maintaining a uniform 

etch depth on a wafer with a high open area of silicon are discussed in length later in Section 

3.3.2. 

3.2 Bevel Etch Method and Metrology 

3.2.1 Wafer Preparation and Photolithography 

As this is the first step in the sequence, the wafers do not have topography and the 

polished surfaces are ready to be patterned for the bevel etch step. Lithography steps were 

completed at Swansea University by Olivia Howells. 

Due to the flat surface, spin coating PR provides a conformal coating suitable for the 

masking of this etch step. Negative AZ125 NXT photoresist was spun onto the wafers using a 

Laurell WS-650 spin coater, before being baked on a hotplate set at 130°C for 10 minutes to 

harden the PR. The wafers were then allowed to cool, before being transferred to a SUSS 

MicroTec MA8 for UV exposure of the pattern. When washed in AZ726 developer, the 

photoresist exposed to UV remains in place, while any portions of the PR that were not 
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exposed dissolve. De-Ionised (DI) water was used to remove excess developer and the wafers 

were left to dry before use in the production flow. 

100mm device wafers were bonded to a 150mm carrier wafer for etching in the SPTS 

process module. This was achieved using Crystalbond 555-HMP adhesive, which has a 

thermal flow point of 66°C and allows the device wafer to be mounted onto the carrier using 

only a hotplate. Once cooled, the wafers are firmly bonded until more heat is applied to 

separate them. 

3.2.2 Etch Targets 

In order to penetrate the stratum corneum effectively with low forces, the needle must 

have a sharp tip [73, 151]. Practically this translates to a requirement for a curved shape for 

the bevel etch, to provide the sharp tip while also not using too much of the total MN height 

for the top surface so that vertical height and insertion depth can be controlled by a 

subsequent etch. In terms of quantifiable results, the aim is to produce a needle tip with 

peak angle 15-30° that curves down to the feature base; it must extend at least 300µm 

horizontally across the wafer surface to accommodate the full microneedle width. No 

specific depth target is set as the height of the MN is controlled with a later step. The primary 

concerns for the bevel etch are peak angle and MN width. 

3.2.3 Metrology and Analysis 

Primary analysis of bevel etch runs was carried out using cross-sectional SEM imaging. 

Wafers were cleaved along the Si crystal structure using a diamond-tipped scribe and placed 

in the SEM, measurements were then taken of the cleaved face using the integrated 

metrology capabilities of the Zeiss SEMs, providing quantitative results. Top-down optical 

inspections were also carried out to assess general surface quality, though no measurements 
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of significance can be taken in this manner so it is purely qualitative analysis; in any case, 

top-down optical imaging is often complicated by the topography of etched wafers.  

Quantitative comparisons of etched features between test runs are not possible if only 

etch depth is considered, as not all etches are completed to the same depth (as a specific 

depth is not a target for this step). For this reason, as well as the non-importance of depth 

etch rate, comparisons between runs were completed using the ratio of the etch depth of 

trench at position 𝑥 divided by the maximum trench depth on that wafer. The resulting value 

between 0 and 1 gives the relative etch depth across the wafer, which can be used for 

analysis of regular etch parameters such as non-uniformity but also allows the direct 

comparison of etch depths at each position 𝑥 between two runs that would otherwise be 

limited to more simplistic comparative analysis. The ratios of multiple runs can be plotted on 

the same axis and compared directly across the whole wafer, as if the etch depths were the 

same, to properly show the differences in uniformity ‘shape’. This normalised parameter is 

referred to as the ‘Depth Etch Ratio’ during analysis. 

 

3.3 Bevel Etch Development and Results 

3.3.1 Etch Module and Initial Results 

A SPTS Technologies Rapier™ module was selected for the etching of Si microneedles; a 

large number of parameters can be altered to achieve the final result as described in Chapter 

2 Section 2.4.2, the presence of primary & secondary coils and gas flows provides multiple 

options for process alterations during development. 

As the desired shape to the bevel is similar to that of an isotropic etch [19], the starting 

process was a single step etch with fixed, low platen RF power which allows the etch to 

propagate in the necessary manner. The basics of single step plasma etching are described 
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in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.3, and the reason for its implementation in the manufacture of the 

bevel is clear – the angled surface produced by the long step time and low platen power the 

shape desired for low insertion force of the final microneedle [73, 151]. 

The starting etch process parameters were determined by a combination of previous 

similar etches and experience working with plasma etch processing. In this case, the 

parameters can be seen in Table 3.1. 

The initial results with this set of parameters were promising, with the desired bevel 

shape present across the etched wafer – the etch rate was higher than expected and no 

quantitative data could be obtained from the first run. In subsequent runs, etch time was 

decreased to allow for the collection of comparative data. The process window was also 

explored and the startpoint conditions varied, with pressure, source powers, and platen 

power changed to assess the effect on results. In total eleven tests were completed, but all 

exhibited a common problem in that the etch non-uniformity was much higher than is 

normally acceptable for silicon etching. The best run of the initial eleven, Run 8, included 

some minor modifications to the original process – the parameters can be seen in Table 3.1, 

and SEMs are shown in Figure 3.1. Even though the etch shape is close to the requirements 

laid out before the development began, the non-uniformity for all runs was high and it 

required further investigation. 
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Parameter (Units) Run 1 Run 8 

   

   

   

{ REDACTED } 

   

   

   

   
 

Table 3.1. Rapier™ process parameters from the startpoint (Run 1) and the best of the initial eleven 

development runs (Run 8). 

 

Figure 3.1. SEM images of the centre (A) and edge (B) trenches from the best result of the initial 

eleven process tests, Run 8. Remaining Si thickness was measured using the SEM software as the Si 

under the mask at the edge has undercut completely and begun to thin the substrate. Image (C) 

shows an overlay of the edge profile in red on top of the centre image, showing the difference in 

etch shape and depth. 

690µm 
568µm 

A B 

C 
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3.3.2 Uniformity Investigation 

Optimisation of uniformity is a key factor of yield, as good uniformity means that the 

performance of devices at the edge of the wafer closely matches that of the devices at the 

centre. Plasma etch processes all have a non-uniformity figure that can be calculated and 

altered using hardware and process changes. A good non-uniformity for a DRIE process is 

generally considered to be <±5%. For the baseline run of this development the non-

uniformity was calculated at ±11.3%; although the etch result provides the correct shape, 

the magnitude of the depth non-uniformity implies that there is hardware and process 

development needed to improve the bevel etch step. 

In the bevel etch case, the mechanism for high non-uniformity was unknown at the 

beginning of the work. It was hypothesized that the non-uniformity of the etch depth is 

adversely and significantly affected by the lack of open silicon within a certain radius of the 

feature being analysed, known as ‘local open area’. In areas where more of the wafer surface 

is covered with PR, and abundance of fluorine radicals is available to etch the open silicon 

compared to areas where more silicon is open with the same amount of fluorine. This 

increases the etch rate in the more patterned areas of the wafer, in practice for the bevel 

etch this is the wafer edge. This was due to the sudden stop on the wafer pattern, which led 

to a very low open area and abundance of fluorine radicals to etch a relatively small amount 

of silicon. 

To test the local open area hypothesis, one patterned wafer was partially taped (Figure 

3.2) to cover a section of features. This moved the effect away from the edge and allowed 

depth and non-uniformity measurements to be made without possible interference from 

uncharacterised edge effects. The best process so far from the development was run on this 

wafer, and calculating the Depth Etch Ratio as described in Section 3.2.3, a graph of the 

profile can be created, as shown in Figure 3.3. Significantly, the ‘taped’ result had an almost 
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identical non-uniformity when compared with the baseline process on an ‘untaped’ wafer 

(±11.2% vs. ±11.3%), showing that the presence of tape does allow the effective study of 

local open area effects. 

The shape of the graph in Figure 3.3 does show that the local open area has an effect on 

the etch depth, increasing the etch rate for the trenches closer to the tape indicated by the 

increase in Depth Etch Ratio in comparison to the baseline result. If the local loading had no 

effect on etch uniformity, the etch rate would not change near the tape compared to the 

untaped baseline. However, the effect is not as pronounced as the edge of the wafer due to 

several reasons, including wafer edge effects and inherent non-uniformity of the etch 

process; the largest contributing factor however is the difference in shape of the pattern at 

the extremities of the wafer. On the true wafer edge, the features conform approximately 

to a circle, while the tape cuts the wafer’s local open area in a straight line; this means that 

the area of missing pattern at the edge of the wafer can be modelled as the area where two 

circles overlap, and the area missing for a taped section is simply a circular segment. 
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Figure 3.2. A photograph of a wafer after process. The dark portion on the wafer’s right was 

covered by tape to prevent etching and determine that local loading is the dominant effect on non-

uniformity. 
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As local open area is the dominant effect on uniformity and the two are linked, it is 

possible to approximate the uniformity profile from the calculated local open area of 

features across the wafer. By calculating the open area of silicon around a target feature 

from the real, curved wafer edge to the straight taped edge, the asymmetric etch depth ratio 

can be modelled due to the difference in areas between two overlapping circles and a simple 

circular segment. For ease, the wafer pattern is approximated to a circle with radius 𝑟1, and 

the open area affecting a given trench was assumed to be a smaller circle with radius 𝑟2. 

Defining the wafer such that the middle corresponds to the Cartesian coordinates (0,0) and 

positioning the smaller circle such that it’s origin rests at (𝑑, 0), the radii can be expressed 

as 

𝑟1
2 = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2,        (9) 

𝑟2
2 = (𝑑 − 𝑥)2 + 𝑦2,       (10) 

 

Figure 3.3. Depth etch ratios across the taped test wafer (blue), shown with an untaped control 

wafer run with the same process (orange). Half of the control wafer trace (orange) is shown as the 

etch profile is radially symmetric. The shift of the rise in depth etch ratio from the edge of the wafer 

(50mm) to the edge of the tape (16mm) clearly shows the effect of local loading. 
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where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the values for the intersection points of the two circles, shown in Figure 

3.4. Rearranging (9) for 𝑦2 and substituting into (10) gives 

𝑟2
2 = (𝑑 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑟1

2 − 𝑥2),      (11) 

which can be expanded and simplified to give the equation for 𝑥 as 

𝑥 =
𝑟1

2−𝑟2
2+𝑑2

2𝑑
.        (12) 

An expression for 𝑦 can also be derived by substituting equation (12) into equation (9) 

𝑦2 = 𝑟1
2 − 𝑥2 = 𝑟1

2 − (
𝑟1

2−𝑟2
2+𝑑2

2𝑑
)

2

.     (13) 

Solving for 𝑦 gives the equation 

𝑦 =
1

2𝑑
√4𝑑2𝑟1

2 − (𝑑2 − 𝑟2
2 + 𝑟1

2)2.     (14) 

This can be further factorised to form the expression 

𝑦 =
1

2𝑑
√(−𝑑 − 𝑟1 + 𝑟2)(−𝑑 + 𝑟1 − 𝑟2)(−𝑑 + 𝑟1 + 𝑟2)(𝑑 + 𝑟1 + 𝑟2), (15) 

giving equations for 𝑥, equation (12), and 𝑦, equation (15), in terms of the radii of both circles 

and the horizontal distance between their centres. 

 To solve for the intersecting area of the two circles, the general equation for the area of 

a circle segment can be used 

𝐴 = 𝑟2 cos−1 (
ℎ

𝑟
) − ℎ√𝑟2 − ℎ2,     (16) 

where 𝐴 is the area of the segment, 𝑟 is the radius of the circle, and ℎ is the triangular height 

of the segment. The area of two overlapping circles is comprised of two circle segments with 

different radii and triangular heights, therefore the full area in this case is 
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𝐴 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2,        (17) 

with 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 respectively defined as 

𝐴1 = 𝑟1
2 cos−1 (

ℎ1

𝑟1
) − ℎ1√𝑟1

2 − ℎ1
2,     (18) 

𝐴2 = 𝑟2
2 cos−1 (

ℎ2

𝑟2
) − ℎ2√𝑟2

2 − ℎ2
2.     (19) 

To solve these equations, substitutions can be made into equation (12) using the properties 

of the triangular heights ℎ1 = 𝑥 and ℎ2 = 𝑑 − 𝑥 (Figure 3.4) 

ℎ1 =
𝑟1

2−𝑟2
2+𝑑2

2𝑑
,        (20) 

ℎ2 = 𝑑 − ℎ1 =
𝑟2

2−𝑟1
2+𝑑2

2𝑑
.      (21) 

This leaves expressions for ℎ1and ℎ2, meaning equations (20) and (21) can be substituted 

into equations (18) and (19) respectively to give 

𝐴1 = 𝑟1
2 cos−1 (

𝑟1
2−𝑟2

2+𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟1
) − ℎ1√𝑟1

2 − ℎ1
2,    (22) 

𝐴2 = 𝑟2
2 cos−1 (

𝑟2
2−𝑟1

2+𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟2
) − ℎ2√𝑟2

2 − ℎ2
2.    (23) 

The last term of equation (22) can be manipulated using equation (9), rearranged to find 𝑦, 

and the property of the triangular height, ℎ1 = 𝑥 (Figure 3.4) 

ℎ1√𝑟1
2 − ℎ1

2 = ℎ1√𝑟1
2 − 𝑥2 = ℎ1𝑦.     (24) 

Now using the identity ℎ1 + ℎ2 = 𝑑 (Figure 3.4) it can be further rearranged to give 

ℎ1√𝑟1
2 − ℎ1

2 = ℎ1𝑦 = (𝑑 − ℎ2)𝑦.     (25) 
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Similarly, the final term of equation (23) was rearranged using equation (10) and the property 

ℎ2 = 𝑑 − 𝑥 (Figure 3.4) 

ℎ2√𝑟2
2 − ℎ2

2 = ℎ2√((𝑥 − 𝑑)2 + 𝑦2) − ℎ2
2 = ℎ2√(−ℎ2)2 + 𝑦2 − ℎ2

2. (26) 

Expanding the brackets and simplifying leads to the expression 

ℎ2√𝑟2
2 − ℎ2

2 = ℎ2𝑦.       (27) 

Substituting equations (25) and (27) back into equations (22) and (23) respectively defines 

the areas of each segment as 

𝐴1 = 𝑟1
2 cos−1 (

𝑟1
2−𝑟2

2+𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟1
) − (𝑑𝑦 − ℎ2𝑦),    (28) 

𝐴2 = 𝑟2
2 cos−1 (

𝑟2
2−𝑟1

2+𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟2
) − ℎ2𝑦.     (29) 

Combining and simplifying equations (28) and (29) to give the total area of overlap as defined 

in equation (17) gives 

𝐴 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 = 𝑟1
2 cos−1 (

𝑟1
2−𝑟2

2+𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟1
) + 𝑟2

2 cos−1 (
𝑟2

2−𝑟1
2+𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟2
) − 𝑑𝑦. (30) 

The definition of 𝑦 from equation (15) can now be substituted in, which leaves the final 

expression for total overlap area only in terms of 𝑟1, 𝑟2, and 𝑑, 

𝐴 = 𝑟1
2 cos−1 (

𝑟1
2−𝑟2

2 + 𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟1
) + 𝑟2

2 cos−1 (
𝑟2

2−𝑟1
2 + 𝑑2

2𝑑𝑟2
)

−
1

2
√(−𝑑 − 𝑟1 + 𝑟2)(−𝑑 + 𝑟1 − 𝑟2)(−𝑑 + 𝑟1 + 𝑟2)(𝑑 + 𝑟1 + 𝑟2) 

(31) 
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Figure 3.4. A diagram of two overlapping circles, including centre positions in Cartesian 

coordinates and related variables and identities. Coordinate (d, 0) is the position of the 

feature for which local open area within the radius r2 is being calculated. Length r1 is the 

radius of the wafer pattern. Inset: A diagram showing an example of a feature closer to the 

centre, where the local open area is entirely contained within the wafer pattern. 
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In the real-world case, 𝑟1 is known and fixed due to the pattern shape. The value for 𝑑 

corresponds to the position of the measured feature on the 𝑥 axis of the wafer, and a plotted 

of 𝐴 versus 𝑑 was acquired for a fixed value of 𝑟2.  

The missing section of the taped side of the wafer is similarly calculated, but uses the 

equation for a circle segment 

𝐴𝑠 =
𝑟2

2

2
(𝜃 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃)        (32) 

Where 𝐴𝑠 is the area of the segment, 𝑟2 is the radius of the circle as in Figure 3.4, and 𝜃 

is the internal angle of the chord from the circle centre. The positions of the trench being 

analysed and the taped wafer section are known, and as 𝜃 can be expressed as a function of 

𝑑 through Pythagorean mathematics a plot for 𝐴𝑠 versus 𝑑 can be obtained for this side of 

the wafer. 

A plot of 𝐴 versus 𝑑 of a whole wafer was found for a given 𝑟2. In this case, the best value 

for 𝑟2  was found to be approximately 20mm  after plotting 𝐴  versus 𝑑  for 𝑟2 =

10, 15, 20, 25, 30mm and comparing to the shape obtained by the real-world case in Figure 

3.3. Figure 3.5 shows the plot obtained purely by area calculations with a 𝑟2 = 20mm, and 

visually it can be seen to have a very similar shape to the measured depths in Figure 3.3 for 

both the ‘baseline’ non-taped case, and the partially taped case. The magnitudes of the 

uniformities differ between the calculated and measured data due to several effects on the 

wafer during etch, including process set points, step height differences and carried wafer 

setup all effecting the plasma response at wafer level. However, the close similarities of the 

expected and actual etch shapes clearly demonstrate a dominant local loading effect which 

increased etch rate at the edge of the pattern, shown for both the real wafer edge and taped 

test. 
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Figure 3.5. Calculated depth etch ratio versus distance from wafer centre for five fixed values of 

r2, using the area of two overlapping circles. Fitted lines appear wavey in some cases due to the use 

of polynomials. Orange shows the expected Depth Etch Ratio profile for half a normal wafer, with 

the Blue line showing the expected trace from a wafer taped in the same manner as the physical 

test. In both cases, the only effect on the trace is the local open area. 

𝑟2 = 10𝑚𝑚 

𝑟2 = 15𝑚𝑚 

𝑟2 = 20𝑚𝑚 

𝑟2 = 25𝑚𝑚 

𝑟2 = 30𝑚𝑚 
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3.3.3 Tuning for Uniformity – Hardware 

Previous studies have explored the effects of open area on local etch rate and/or depth 

non-uniformity [171, 172], usually with a view to optimise a specific mask pattern for minimal 

depth variations. In addition, these studies often focus on microloading or within-die effects. 

This program of work is more general and maintains a fixed mask pattern limited to carried 

wafers, and demonstrates a link between theoretical cause and practical effects of whole-

wafer non-uniformity issues while providing an actionable remedy, at least in part, for the 

high non-uniformity observed for this specific application. 

To further test the local loading hypothesis, and improve the etch, hardware options 

were explored to reduce this effect. SPTS Technologies provides ‘Uniformity Rings’ for this 

purpose; Quartz or Ceramic rings to surround the wafer during process to affect the amount 

of free radicals or plasma sheath shape. In this case, the installation of such a hardware 

option would not be of any use due to the 100mm diameter device wafers being mounted 

on 150mm diameter carriers, meaning that the device wafers are 25mm from the uniformity 

ring significantly reducing its impact. The masked carrier offers no Si to be consumed, 

resulting in a significant local loading effect on the edge features of the device wafer. Carriers 

used in this way are not typically part of a normal DRIE production flow, but have to be used 

in this case due to the topography of wafers after the bevel etch and the presence of a 

Through-Silicon Via (TSV) after the bore, which would allow Helium to flow through the wafer 

and compromise wafer clamping and cooling during process. Advantages and challenges to 

scaling all processes to a carrier-less 150mm production flow is discussed in detail later as 

part of Further Work, in Chapter 6 Section 6.3.2. 

As the device wafers in this case are 100mm on 150mm carriers the uniformity ring was 

25mm away from the device wafer in all directions, outside the 20mm shown to affect the 

local loading in Section 3.3.2. The practical effect of this was changing the uniformity ring in 
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this setup would not have any benefit on the device wafer’s etch depth non-uniformity. In 

order to test the open area hypothesis, Si pieces were bonded to the carrier around the edge 

of the device wafer to mimic a whole wafer with uniformity ring setup, shown in Figure 3.6. 

The bonding of silicon so close to the wafer edge provided a reasonable approximation to 

the effect a Quartz uniformity ring would have on the process, as the purpose of both is to 

give the artificial effect of moving the open area beyond the device wafer edge. In certain 

cases, this shifts the faster etch rate with it, reducing the non-uniformity across the device 

wafer. This effect is dependent on several factors including wafer pattern, etch 

requirements, and process being employed. Using Si pieces in this way is not typical of a 

production environment, but was necessary in this development as appropriate 150mm 

wafers for device fabrication were not available. 
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As can be seen in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7, this change to the method of wafer carrying 

has a significant positive effect for the high open area application of the bevel etch, reducing 

the non-uniformity across the wafer from ±11.3% to ±6.8% when comparing identical 

processes. This result was expected as both the modelled and practical investigations 

undertaken in Section 3.3.2 show a heavy reliance on local open area.  

 

Figure 3.6. A photograph of a 100mm device wafer before being processed. The device wafer is 

surrounded by sacrificial Si pieces, with both the wafer and Si pieces bonded to a 150mm oxide 

carrier ready for etching. 
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3.3.4 Tuning for Uniformity – Process   

In addition to improving the Si etch uniformity with hardware changes, it was also 

assumed that the process could be altered to give a more uniform result. Three key 

parameters were identified for process development based on previous plasma etch 

experience with the SPTS Rapier™ chamber, focussed on increasing the energy available to 

Distance from 
Wafer Edge (mm) 

4.2 7.6 12.8 19.6 28.2 36.8 45.4 50.5 
Non-

Uniformity 
(±%) 

Baseline 1 0.945 0.897 0.855 0.833 0.820 0.810 0.807 11.31 

Si Ring 1 0.963 0.934 0.906 0.889 0.878 0.876 0.876 6.80 
 

Table 3.2. Depth Etch Ratio results showing the improvement to non-uniformity of a fixed wafer 

pattern when sacrificial Si is placed around the wafer when processing. 

 

Figure 3.7. Experimental data showing the improvement in non-uniformity from the baseline 

(grey) result to the same process with a Si ring (blue) present. 
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breakdown the SF6 precursor gas into greater numbers of fluorine radicals available for 

etching in the desired areas: 

 Source RF power; increasing source RF power created a more energetic plasma 

with more free fluorine radicals available for the etching of silicon. This helps 

uniformity in high open area etches where local etch rates are dominantly 

affected by etchant availability, i.e. the etch rate would increase where the Si 

was previously starved of F radicals, and remain stable where the plasma was 

already at saturation. 

 Secondary source RF power; reducing or eliminating secondary power results in 

most ionisation occurring over the wafer centre. As the bevel process has a 

higher etch rate at the wafer edge, an increase of available ions at the wafer 

centre (and the etch rate increase linked to this) would improve uniformity. 

 Process chamber pressure; decreasing the chamber pressure has the effect of 

reducing the residence time of the reactive species. This decreases the etch rate 

in regions where the plasma is already saturated but has limited effects on the 

etch rate of starved areas, as there is still enough F radicals to maintain the 

previous etch rate. 

These parameters were varied individually with the Si ring in place around the edge of 

the device wafer, and results are compared to the original process with the Si ring in Table 

3.3, Figure 3.8. All three process adjustments improved the non-uniformity versus the 

original recipe, with the largest difference seen in the removal of secondary source power 

providing an improvement in the non-uniformity from ±6.80% to ±4.23%. 
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As all changes improved the process, further tests were carried out to investigate the 

result of combining these parameter changes. The secondary RF power remained at 0W, as 

Distance from 
Wafer Edge (mm) 

4.2 7.6 12.8 19.6 28.2 36.8 45.4 50.5 
Non-

Uniformity 
(±%) 

Si Ring 1 0.963 0.934 0.906 0.889 0.878 0.876 0.876 6.80 

Primary RF Only 1 0.966 0.952 0.946 0.933 0.923 0.920 0.920 4.23 

Pressure Down 1 0.973 0.944 0.935 0.916 0.907 0.899 0.894 5.70 

Source RF Power 
Up 

1 0.960 0.949 0.926 0.911 0.900 0.894 0.894 5.70 
 

Table 3.3. Depth Etch Ratio results from the process variations to test non-uniformity. Si ring data 

is included as a comparison to discern the effect of individual process changes. 

 

Figure 3.8. Experimental data showing the effect of various process changes on the etching 

process. Si ring data has been provided before, but is also included here as a comparative baseline. 

Increasing source RF power and decreasing pressure both had benefits vs the baseline Si ring 

process, but the use of only primary source RF power had the most effect. 
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this provided the best known non-uniformity, and the lower pressure/higher RF power 

regimes were tested individually in combination with the removal of secondary power. 

Results can be seen in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.9, with lower pressure having no effect on the 

overall non-uniformity of this regime. However, the increase of primary RF power by 25% 

helped the non-uniformity, with a decrease from ±4.23% to ±3.83%. This was a significant 

improvement from the ±11.45% seen before hardware and process optimisation, and within 

the generally accepted band of ±5% that constitutes good non-uniformity for plasma etching 

of silicon, especially given the open etching area of >45% which consumes etchant F radicals 

and increases non-uniformity more drastically than a pattern with lower open area. 

 

Distance from 
Wafer Edge (mm) 

4.2 7.6 12.8 19.6 28.2 36.8 45.4 50.5 
Non-

Uniformity 
(±%) 

Si Ring 1 0.963 0.934 0.906 0.889 0.878 0.876 0.876 6.80 

Primary Source 
Only (PSO) 

1 0.966 0.952 0.946 0.933 0.923 0.920 0.920 4.23 

PSO + Pressure 
Down 

1 0.960 0.944 0.935 0.925 0.920 0.920 0.922 4.23 

PSO + Power Up 1 0.973 0.955 0.946 0.932 0.927 0.927 0.927 3.83 

 

Table 3.4. Depth Etch Ratio results from the process change combinations to test non-uniformity. 

Si ring and Primary Source Only (PSO) data is included as a comparison to discern the effect of 

individual process changes. 
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3.3.5 Process Chamber Transfer: Rapier™ to DSi-v™ 

As described in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2, the Rapier™ chamber differs from the DSi-v™ 

due to the presence of the secondary ICP coil around the chamber, which can assist with 

non-uniformity or trench tilt improvements for some applications. However, in this case the 

bevel etch non-uniformity is shown to be negatively affected by the generation of secondary 

ions, and it was thought therefore that the DSi-v™ may provide a better hardware base for 

the current process regime. 

The optimal process developed on the Rapier™ was transferred to the DSi-v™, and 

retested with the same conditions. The non-uniformity was maintained (Rapier™ ±3.83%, 

DSi-v™ ±4.00%), but a small increase in depth etch rate was observed from 8.11µm/min in 

 

Figure 3.9. Experimental data showing the effect of various process changes in combination with 

a primary source only configuration on the etching process. Si ring and primary only data have been 

provided before, but are also included here as comparative baselines. 
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the Rapier™ to 8.83µm/min in the DSi-v™, although the depth etch rate of this step was not 

important. The key difference in results between the two chambers was revealed when 

analysing the lateral etch rate of silicon at the mask interface. This is not a typical metric used 

to assess a process in the semiconductor industry, but in the case of the bevel etch it is critical 

to the placement of the shaft pattern on the bevel surface. As can be seen in Figure 3.10, the 

maximum width of the top surface restricts the tip angle achievable at other points on the 

wafer; for this reason, the lateral etch of the silicon under the mask was a key indicator of 

yield from a whole wafer. If the lateral etch rate is consistent across the wafer, shown by a 

lower lateral etch non-uniformity, the microneedle tip angles across the wafer are similarly 

consistent. 

As shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.11, the non-uniformity of the lateral etch rate was 

significantly improved on the DSi-v™ (±2.76%), compared to the identical process on the 

Rapier™ (±7.05%). As previously described, this means that the shaft lithography steps 

produce a more consistent tip angle for the microneedles across the wafer, beneficial in a 

mass production case. 
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Figure 3.10. An illustrated diagram to show the benefits of a low lateral etch non-uniformity for 

this application. Best-case MN placement on the bore is shown in red. In the high non-uniformity 

case (A), the difference in the width of the bevel tops forces the MN pattern further down the bore 

at the edge, as it must be displaced as far as the widest point 𝒂 and results in a detrimental angle 

to the MN tip at the wafer edge. For the low non-uniformity case (B), the bevel top widths are more 

similar at the centre and edge meaning that the max width 𝒃 does not force the patterning as far 

down the slope at the wafer edge, resulting in a sharper tip and more uniform MN across the wafer. 

 Centre 
(µm/min) 

Edge 
(µm/min) 

Non-
Uniformity 

(±%) 

Rapier™ 4.35 5.01 7.05 

DSi-v™ 5.20 5.50 2.76 

 

Table 3.5. Lateral etch rate and non-uniformity comparisons between SPTS DRIE chambers for the 

Bevel application. The DSi-v™ shows a higher lateral etch rate and significantly lower non-

uniformity, making it the preferred chamber for MN production. 
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3.3.6 Continued Development 

With the depth and lateral uniformities significantly improved, development was 

continued to refine the etch for implementation in the process flow. As the previous work 

has focussed on the etch shape of the bevel itself, both in terms of individual trenches and 

consistency across a wafer, the next step of integration to the process flow is ease of 

combination with later etch steps. The main consideration for the bevel etch is the shaft etch 

step; the shaft pattern will have to be completed on the bevel surface later in the process 

flow. 

 

Figure 3.11. SEM images of the same process performed on a Rapier™ and a DSi-v™, showing 

features at the wafer centre and edge. Rapier™ results are shown in images A (centre) and B (edge), 

while results for the DSi-v™ are shown in images C (centre) and D (edge) The DSi-v™ exhibits a much 

better lateral etch non-uniformity, demonstrated by the smaller differences between the centre and 

edge undercuts compared to the Rapier™. 

256µm 
295µm 

307µm 324µm 

A B 

C D 
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Similar to the benefits of low lateral etch non-uniformity described above, consistent 

shaft patterning can also be achieved by totally undercutting the mask during the bevel etch 

to form a point on all trenches across the wafer. As the two sides of the bevel etch meet in 

the middle under the mask at all sites on the wafer, the shaft positioning when patterning 

becomes truly consistent in terms of placement on the bevel surface.  

The lateral etch non-uniformity was still important when totally undercutting the mask, 

as too much overetch at any site will introduce the possibility of the mask losing rigidity with 

nothing to support it, and ‘fall over’ – the effect of this is to mask areas of the wafer that 

were not intended, leading to issues such as particle formation. The etch depth non-

uniformity remained the same – although the depth is also increased with the time 

adjustment needed to undercut the mask in all locations, the vertical etch rate was not 

affected. 

The total mask undercut was achieved simply by increasing the etch time until the 

feature with the lowest lateral etch rate had undercut the mask at that site, and results in a 

bevel shape that can be seen in Figure 3.12. Additional analysis of the bevel across the wafer 

shows a consistent angle, both at the tip (21.8±2.9°) and at half-depth (36.5±3.6°), as shown 

in Figure 3.13. This process produces sufficient quality of both depth, lateral undercut, and 

bevel angle to continue to the process flow with this as the final bevel etch result. It provides 

the angled surface required for facile insertion [73, 151], while the total undercut ensures 

consistent shaft patterning later in the manufacturing sequence. Parameters and results for 

the final etch can be seen in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. 
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Figure 3.12. SEM images of the final form of the bevel etch at the wafer centre (A) and edge (B). 

There is still a slight variation in tip angle due to depth/lateral etch uniformities affecting the 

propagation of the etch, but by etching both sites to a point the reliability of mask patterning for 

subsequent steps is greatly improved. 

 

Figure 3.13. Chart showing plotted values of the angle at the tip (blue) and mid-point (orange) of 

the bevel by the distance of the measured feature from the wafer edge. The results show good 

consistency, with angles of 21.8±2.9° and 36.5±3.6° for the tip and mid-point respectively. 

A B 
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3.4 Conclusions 

To summarise the work described in this chapter, the process required for the first stage 

of microneedle production has been transferred to and optimised for a state-of-the-art DRIE 

process chamber. Initial development focussed on the implementation of the bevel etch with 

Parameter (Units) Final Process 

  

  

{ REDACTED } 

  

  

  

  
 

Table 3.6. DSi-v™ process parameters for the final etch. 

Parameter (Units) Final Process 

Depth (µm) 500 

Etch Rate (µm/min) 8.5 

Tip Profile (°) ~20 

Selectivity (Si:PR) 90 

Depth Non-Uniformity (±%) 4.0 

Lateral Non-Uniformity (±%) 2.8 
 

Table 3.7. Etch process results from the final DSi-v™ process. The bevel has a sharp tip and good 

uniformity, both in terms of depth and lateral etching. 
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a Rapier™ process module, however high depth non-uniformity of ±11.3% required further 

investigation. 

A link between local open area and etch rate was tested by artificially reducing the open 

area of the device wafer with tape to prevent etching during process, with the tape having 

the expected effect on the uniformity shape but leaving the overall non-uniformity 

unaffected (±11.2%), confirming that the local open area does affect the etch depth for a 

given feature. 

In order to model the effect, the local open area 𝐴 within a radius 𝑟2 was plotted against 

the trench displacement from the wafer centre 𝑑 , for five values of 𝑟2  using the wafer 

pattern map from the taped case. Although there was a discrepancy in magnitude of the 

expected effect from area modelling and the measured results, these graphs exhibited a very 

similar shape to actual etch results and significant work would have to be undertaken to 

investigate the countless other effects that could impact non-uniformity of a plasma etched 

wafer. Such work is beyond the scope of this investigation, and the approximate value of 

𝑟2 = 20mm obtained by this simple modelling again confirms that local open area is a major 

driver for the etch depth at a specific site on the wafer. 

Applying this knowledge to the bevel etch non-uniformity, extending the available Si 

beyond the wafer pattern reduced the difference in local open area between the centre of 

the wafer and the edge. Bonding Si pieces around the edge of the device wafer before the 

bevel etch significantly reduced the depth non-uniformity to ±6.8%. Process changes were 

also investigated in the Rapier™ chamber to improve the non-uniformity with the best result 

of ±3.8% obtained when there was no secondary source power but increased primary source 

power was used in the chamber. 
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As the secondary source provided no benefit in this case, the DSi-v™ chamber was also 

used to test the process, and depth non-uniformity remained stable (±4.0%), but lateral etch 

non-uniformity reduced (±7.1% Rapier™ versus ±2.8% DSi-v™). This will provide benefits for 

the shaft etch later in the process flow, so the DSi-v™ is the preferred module for the bevel 

application. In order to further improve patterning for later steps, the bevel etch was 

developed to produce a pointed shape rather than a flat top. As described, this will increase 

the consistency with which the shaft pattern can be placed, benefitting ease of alignment in 

production and the device yield of each wafer. 

Wafers for device production are processed using the final recipe described above, 

before continuing to further steps in the production flow. 
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Chapter 4 

Bore Etch Development and 

Integration 

This chapter will detail the development and implementation of the 

second dry etch process step in the microneedle fabrication flow, 

including concept, optimisation, and results.  
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4.1 Introduction to Bore Etch 

In order to facilitate fluid movement through the microneedle a pathway must be 

created to allow the flow of substance from the backside of the needle, through a channel 

and exit out of the bevelled surface of the MN. This hollow silicon MN structure permits the 

transport of fluids through the microneedle and into the skin when the MN is in-situ. 

Conversely, microneedles without a bore rely on the perforation of the stratum corneum and 

subsequent removal of the microneedle to provide enough of an opening to then passively 

diffuse fluid into the skin [123, 173] in a ‘poke and patch’ approach. This passive diffusion 

method significantly reduces the accuracy of delivery volume; a particular issue for medical 

applications in which doses must be carefully controlled (e.g. diabetes, vaccines [50, 123, 

139, 174]). Therefore, the inclusion of the bore in the MN design could be critical to a large 

number of applications for microneedles, where controlled release is required. 

The bore etch itself is completed on the wafer backside (the opposite side of the wafer 

to the already completed bevel etch step described in Chapter 3). It is completed in this way 

to avoid any negative effects of processing on the angled bevel surface, where the 

topography could reduce the quality of the bore etch result. 

Semiconductor terminology refers to this type of etch application as a backside Through-

Silicon Via (TSV), as it is performed on the bottom or backside surface of the device wafer 

and provides a channel through the substrate. Typical TSV’s are 100-500µm deep, and used 

for 3D packaging applications where the TSV is lined with an electrical insulating layer and 

subsequently filled with a metal to provide an electrical pathway through the substrate to 

another layer of an integrated chip [5, 15, 175]. 
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Unlike standard TSVs, microneedles are fabricated using much thicker wafers. The 

wafers used for MN production are 1.4mm thick. Subtracting the 500µm depth of the bevel 

etch described in Chapter 3 leaves a minimum depth requirement of 900µm, and the ability 

to increase this depth is preferable to allow for deeper MN if needed for certain applications 

e.g. systemic drug delivery [48]. Etching to the minimum requirement for depth is a 

challenging task. Processes previously labelled Ultra-Deep Reactive Ion Etching (UDRIE) have 

achieved results up to 766µm in trenches with 100µm CD [176], which are much easier than 

vias to etch to such depths. This is due to the increased surface area of the feature opening 

afforded by a trench rather than more confined circle, allowing increased transport of both 

etch and deposition species to the feature base at the etch front. Typically a trench with fixed 

width 𝑥  will etch ~30% deeper than a circular via with diameter 𝑥  using the same etch 

process [176]. 

 

Figure 4.1. Image of a TSV from literature exhibiting typical etch dimensions with a CD of 95µm 

etched to a depth of 290µm. An insulating SiO2 layer separates the copper filled via and silicon 

substrate [5]. 
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This chapter describes the wafer preparation before defining the targets for the etch 

result. The development of the process is initially performed on new flat test wafers, this is 

done to isolate the etch process from any effects derived from processing on the bevelled 

device wafers. Difficulties and challenges of DRIE are discussed and causes/solutions 

presented. Following process optimisation on test wafers, the process was transferred to the 

device wafers with the process integration issues presented. 

 

4.2 Bore Etch Method and Metrology 

4.2.1 Wafer Preparation and Photolithography 

Lithography steps were completed at Swansea University by Olivia Howells. To remove 

remaining PR from the bevel etch, wafers were cleaned before the bore etch by submersion 

in TechniStrip P1316. The solution was heated to 70°C and the wafer was agitated until clean, 

providing a good surface for the bore lithography 

To mask the wafer backside with the bore pattern, the wafer was placed front side down 

on a vacuum sealed chuck so that the wafer back side is facing up. A Laurell WS-650 spin 

coater was used to apply a layer of AZ125 NXT photoresist onto the wafers, which were then 

baked on a hotplate set at 130°C for 10 minutes to harden the PR. The wafers were cooled 

before being transferred to a SUSS MicroTec MA8 for UV exposure of the mask pattern. 

When immersed in AZ726 developer, the negative tone photoresist exposed to UV remained 

in place and any portions of the PR that were not exposed were dissolved, to develop the PR 

pattern on the wafer. To remove excess developer the wafers were washed with DI water 

and subsequently left to dry in air before use in the production process flow. 

Device wafers were bonded to 150mm carriers using 555-HMP Crystalbond adhesive. A 

hot plate was used to apply the adhesive to the bevelled front side of the 100mm wafer 
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before it was placed on the 150mm PR coated carrier – PR is used in this case as the device 

pattern features <1% open area so a photoresist carrier provides open area continuity to the 

edge of the wafer. 

4.2.2 Etch Targets 

As described in Section 4.1, the depth of the etch is both the primary target and 

challenge. The bore is required to extend from the wafer backside to the bevelled surface. A 

nominal minimum target etch depth of 900µm was set. If possible, >1000µm would allow 

proof of concept for increased depth, although any increase in this range provides additional 

challenges as this is already significantly deeper than previous developments in ultra-deep 

via etching [176, 177]. 

Sidewall roughness and overall quality are also paramount, as one possible 

application for the MN is live-cell delivery [38]. Excessive sidewall roughness would affect 

the viability of cells when transported through the bore, reducing the effectiveness and 

viability of a given dose. Further to this, roughness and defects affect the flow of fluid 

through the bore introducing vortices that could inhibit the amount of fluid to be 

administered. A <3µm roughness target is set to reduce these effects. 

The PR pattern for the bore is circular with diameter 100µm, and keeping this CD for 

the full depth of the bore provides a straight profile which is important to maintain a steady, 

unrestricted flow of fluid. A tapered profile slows the fluid transit by effectively reducing the 

aperture through which liquid can be moved to the smallest diameter in the bore. Due to 

physical restrictions on ion directionality when etching, it is often not possible to maintain a 

perfect profile of 90°; it is preferable to achieve as close to 90° as possible, but a profile of 

90±1° is an acceptable result. 
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In order to contact the bevel in the correct position, the tilt must be controlled. Tilt 

is a measure of the verticality of the etch, independent of profile. A Tilt of 0° indicates that 

the etch is propagating exactly vertically, perpendicular to the wafer surface. If the bore is 

tilted and meets the bevel in the wrong position when the shaft etch is carried out, there are 

three possible outcomes: 

1. The bore could either be in entirely the wrong place, in which case the bore 

is in the base plate rather than being central in the microneedle. This would 

eject fluid onto the skin surface rather than under the skin. 

2. The bore could be overlapping with the shaft wall, in which case the bore 

would extend all the way up the shaft wall; this is functionally the same as 

case 1 in that any fluid that was injected through the bore would be ejected 

at the surface of the skin. 

3. The bore could be contained within the shaft pattern, but offset in such a 

way that the shaft wall is thin. In this case, the MN would function as 

intended but it would be weakened and potentially susceptible to 

breakage/fracture. 

In the ideal case, the bore is central and straight (no tilt) to provide the best possible rigidity. 

These possibilities are illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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4.2.3 Metrology and Analysis 

Analysis of bore etch runs was carried out by cleaving device wafers along their Si crystal 

plane using a diamond-tipped scribe. The size and shape of the features (100µm diameter 

vias) makes manual cleaving difficult but because of the wafer thicknesses involved (1.2-

1.4mm), it is the only feasible method of directed wafer breakage. Broken wafer pieces were 

imaged in a Zeiss SEM using the integrated metrology capabilities to provide quantitative 

analysis. Optical imaging in this feature does not provide significant insight into etch results 

as the feature is small and optical analysis only provides information on the wafer top 

surface. 

 

Figure 4.2. Top; illustration of a feature with no tilt (A) and significant tilt (B). Bottom, illustration 

of possible effects of tilt on final device showing the bore exiting the baseplate (1), exiting the side 

of the MN (2), exiting the top of the MN but leaving a thin sidewall (3), and straight with no tilt 

exiting the top of the MN (4).  
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4.3 Bore Etch Development and Results 

4.3.1 Etch Module and Initial Results 

The etch system used for the bore etch was the SPTS Technologies Rapier™ system. As 

previously described, the presence of both primary and secondary source RF power and gas 

flow provides a wider process window to optimise the resulting etch [164]. Etching the via 

to the required depth is challenging, and the presence of additional options to tune the 

process increases the likelihood of achieving the target depth with an acceptable profile and 

sidewall roughness to facilitate fluid flow with the required cell viability [38]. 

In addition to recipe parameters, a key element of the process control afforded in any 

SPTS tool for deep via etching is the MORFLEX software [178], which allows the gradual 

changing of parameters over repeated loops with the process recipe. This allows the etch 

rate and verticality of the etch to be maintained when used properly. Typically, in a static 

process the etch rate will drop and the profile closes over the course of a deep via etch as 

the aspect ratio of the etched feature changes. This is due to the physical difficulty of 

transporting etch or deposition species to the feature base causing less etching as the 

process progresses. MORFLEX allows parameters to be ‘ramped’ to counter these effects, for 

example step time might be increased toward the end of the process to allow more etching, 

though other parameters such as gas flows, source/platen powers, and pressures can all be 

changed to affect the process result [179]. Although the changing of values over time can 

lead to finer process control especially in features that are historically difficult to etch, the 

additional complication of ramping values can quickly cause unforeseen adverse effects, 

particularly when ramping two or more parameters individually.  
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A switched process was used, the basics of which are described in Chapter 2 Section 

2.5.4. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ------------------------------------------------ { REDACTED } ----------------------------------------------------

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- --------------. SEM images of the initial etch result is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

The initial results were not of the required quality or depth. This was in part due to the 

uniqueness of the application, but also having the 100mm device wafer carried on a 150mm 

Si substrate has the effect of removing the device wafer from the cooling effects of the 

 

Figure 4.3. SEM images of the startpoint process in the Rapier™ chamber. Sidewall damage 

extends down a significant portion of the feature as can be seen in images A and B, and the profile 

widens towards the base, shown by the increase in CD from the top (B) to base (D) of the feature. 

670µm 

3.5µm 

124µm 

A B 

C D 
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Electrostatic Chuck (ESC) [15, 17, 18]. A comparison of numerical results to their targets can 

be seen in Table 4.1. A lack of wafer cooling when etching a TSV often leads to a widening 

profile, as the deposition laid down to protect the sidewalls is temperature sensitive and less 

is deposited at higher wafer temperatures. This leads to a wider profile at the base and 

damage in the sidewalls. 

 

Initially, to try to control the profile and etch quality the platen temperature was reduced 

by 10°C in Test 2 to combat the wafer heating effect that reduces the amount of deposition. 

This produced a significant improvement in the etched result shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 

4.2, but due to the limitations of running with carried wafers the heating effect still 

dominates the profile and quality of the feature which showed a flared profile with damaged 

sidewalls. In order to fully counter these effects in this method of running, it was necessary 

to change the process. Figure 4.5 shows the result of Test 3 with the addition of {REDACTED} 

secondary C4F8 gas in the deposition step. The result shown in Test 3 shows a significant 

breakthrough for the process modifications, with near-perfect etch quality and profile at 

approximately 97% of the minimum depth target. Numerical etch results can be seen in Table 

4.2 to compare etch development runs with the target values. 

Parameter (Units) Target Test 1 

Depth (µm) >900 670 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 9.9 

Profile (°) 90±1 91 

Depth Non-Uniformity (±%) <5 <1 

Roughness (µm) <3 3.5 
 

Table 4.1. Numerical process results from the startpoint Bore etch in the Rapier™ chamber. Target 

depth has not been reached, profile is right on the limit, and the level of roughness is not good. 
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Figure 4.4. SEM images of Test 2 in the Rapier™ chamber. The etch profile is still too flared, and 

the sidewall damage still exists as can be seen in the top of the feature in image A – though it has 

responded to the 10°C platen temperature change, and the sidewall roughness in image B is not as 

extensive as the previous run. Also given the increase in depth to 759µm, this is an improvement to 

the etch result. 

 

Figure 4.5. SEM images of Test 3 in the Rapier™ chamber. The process gas alteration made a huge 

difference to the result, nearly reaching the initial target depth with excellent profile and sidewall 

quality. The via appears partially covered in image A due to cleaving effects, where the manual 

breaking of the Si substrate doesn’t propagate entirely in the plane of the feature, but this is not an 

etching effect. The cleave is still good enough to analyse the top (B) and base (C) of the feature. 

759µm 

A B 

A B 

C 
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To reach the target depth, the etch time of the previous run was increased (along with 

the end values of any ramped parameters); usually this represents a new baseline result 

which can then be tuned to meet specifications depending on the quality. However, in this 

case the etch proved to be stable, reaching a depth of 1157µm deep with a 100µm diameter 

circular via. No breakdown or damage was observed in the sidewalls, and with small scallops 

and close to 90° profile all necessary requirements for this etch have been met. SEM images 

of the results can be seen in Figure 4.6, with numerical results in Table 4.3. 

Parameter (Units) Target Test 2 Test 3 

Depth (µm) >900 759 871 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 9.7 10.6 

Profile (°) 90±1 91.1 89.8 

Depth Non-Uniformity (±%) <5 <1 <2 

Roughness (µm) <3 2.5 2 
 

Table 4.2. Numerical process results from the initial Bore etch trials in the Rapier™ chamber. 

Progression is clear across the results, and Test 3 shows a promising path forward for this 

application. 
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Figure 4.6. SEM images of Test 4 in the Rapier™ chamber. The feature has significantly exceeded 

target depth with excellent quality and profile. Image A shows the full feature to a depth of 1157µm. 

Images B, C, and D show the via widths at the top, middle, and base of the feature respectively. 

Image E shows a larger image of the feature base with a very clean, high quality etch front and 

well-defined scalloping. 

A B 

C 

D 

E 
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The depth achieved with this etch was not only a significant increase on UDRIE via 

etching, which has been demonstrated in literature to ~520µm [176, 177], but was also 

deeper than UDRIE etching in trenches shown in the same research. The difficulty of 

achieving this depth with a reasonable quality cannot be easily overstated, and is only made 

possible by the selection of a good starting process and extensive knowledge and experience 

with both SPTS Technologies machinery and cutting-edge plasma etch process 

developments.  

The initial etch result in the development exhibited a poor profile and sidewall 

roughness, probably caused by insufficient deposition coverage. To test this, the platen 

temperature was decreased which did improve the result, showing that the lack of 

deposition was the cause of the roughness and flared profile. The largest improvement came 

with the addition of secondary C4F8 gas flow to the deposition step, which significantly 

improved the etch quality and allowed the depth to be increased to 1157µm. 

The deepest UDRIE etch from the work by Y. Tang et al in 2017 was shown to reach 

766µm with a 100µm trench CD [176]. The etch demonstrated here on a 100µm circular via 

to 1157µm was therefore not only 50% deeper than another ‘Ultra Deep’ application, but 

Parameter (Units) Target Test 4 

Depth (µm) >900 1157 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 8.1 

Profile (°) 90±1 89.7 

Depth Non-Uniformity (±%) <5 <1.5 

Roughness (µm) <3 2 
 

Table 4.3. Numerical process results from Test 4 in the Rapier™ chamber. Target depth exceeded, 

with all other parameters also meeting targets. 
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was also executed in a feature type that is considerably (~30%) harder to etch. Y. Tang et al 

noted: 

“Comparison of trench and circular hole etch indicate that the in-plane aspect-ratio 

(length /width, L/W) of the features being etched play an important role on the etch 

depth and etch rate. 15µm wide trenches reach a depth of more than 520µm whereas 

the 15µm diameter circular holes only reach a depth of >400µm” [176]. 

With a thicker wafer, further depth increases may be possible as the etch shows no signs 

of depth related effects or worsening sidewalls. In terms of quality, no striations, damage, 

pitting, or profile variation are present, and the sidewall scalloping is well defined; all of these 

provide an excellent basis for unrestricted fluid flow through the bore. 

4.3.2 Process Chamber Transfer: Rapier™ to DSi-v™ 

It is desirable to perform the bore etch in the same chamber as the bevel etch, the DSi-

v™ chamber. This is to reduce the number of etch chambers that are necessary to produce 

full hollow MN using this process flow, beneficial for smaller institutes or Research and 

Development facilities who may not be able to fund multiple tool purchases, or do not have 

sufficient floor space to accommodate several systems. As described in the previous chapter, 

the DSi-v™ module has significant benefits for the bevel etch due to its lower chamber 

volume and single plasma source allowing better process control of high open area 

applications. However, for applications such as thinner trenches and TSV’s the additional 

parameters available on the Rapier™ system usually provide much better control of CD and 

depth non-uniformity. This is because the position of ion generation can be controlled using 

the primary and secondary gas/power inputs, and can even be differed between Dep/E1/E2 

steps when required for maximum control. 
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Consequently, the challenge with moving to the DSi-v™ for the Bore etch is controlling 

the etch to the same high standards present in the Rapier™ chamber for this application. This 

in non-trivial, and the limitations of the DSi-v™ may have detrimental effects on the etch 

quality. If this is the case then despite cost benefits for research or production facilities, the 

quality of the MN would have to remain the overriding priority. 

With this in mind, the development of a DSi-v™ Bore etch process began with the same 

criteria as the Rapier™ development, described in Section 4.2.2. In other (more common or 

less complex) cases, a Process of Record (POR) may exist on the required tool type which can 

be used as a startpoint. As this application is unique in terms of depth requirements, it was 

easier to begin development with the existing processes from the Rapier™ and modify them. 

As the DSi-v™ and Rapier™ are somewhat similar, the first DSi-v™ recipe is determined by 

removing the secondary coil power from the Rapier™ recipe (as the DSi-v™ has no secondary 

coil), and slightly increasing the primary source power to compensate. The number of loops 

is also reduced, though only to stop the etch propagating too far; an etch rate increase is 

expected between chambers. 

Initial results (Test 5) from the DSi-v™ transfer show similar quality to the Rapier™ etch 

and numerical results can be seen in Table 4.4, with SEM images in Figure 4.7, though at a 

reduced depth of 823µm. This depth can be taken as a positive, as it was close to the pre-

determined target depth and no signs of the expected DSi-v™ specific Aspect Ratio (AR) 

dependent effects from the lack of secondary ion generation have been observed. The base 

width of the feature is slightly larger than the top width, meaning that the overall profile is 

>90°. In this sort of feature, negative profile can be an indicator that there is too much platen 

power. As this is a small manifestation of this effect there isn’t a need for a huge correction 

to the process, but along with increasing the time to reach the target depth, future runs had 

the platen power reduced to control the profile and balance the process. 
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Figure 4.8 shows the result of multiple process changes in Test 6, specifically to address 

the profile and increase the depth with an increased source RF power and reduced time for 

the deposition step. Target depth had been achieved with a good profile from the changes 

Parameter (Units) Target 
Test 3 

Rapier™ 
Test 5 
DSi-v™ 

Depth (µm) >900 871 823 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 10.6 10.9 

Profile (°) 90±1 89.8 90.1 

Depth Non-Uniformity (±%) <5 <2 - 

Roughness (µm) <3 2 1 
 

Table 4.4. Numerical process results from the first result in the DSi-v™, Test 5. A similar depth result 

from the Rapier™ is shown for comparison, Test 3. 

 

Figure 4.7. SEM image of Test 5, the first result processed in the DSi-v™ chamber. The middle CD 

is artificially pinched by a cleave effect, with top and base CD’s measuring 98µm and 100µm 

respectively. 
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to the process parameters. Source power was increased in Dep and E1 to increase the 

number of ions and radicals in the plasma, and the deposition time was reduced to limit 

some of the build-up at the top of the feature as this can constrict the entrance to the via, 

exacerbating AR effects by reducing the access aperture for etch species which artificially 

makes the CD smaller. In this case, the change has reduced the deposition too much leaving 

a small portion of the top of the feature open to etching which has resulted in pitting. Pitting 

is a form of undesirable damage caused by a tiny opening in the sidewall protection allowing 

small amounts of isotropic etching in the Si sidewall, as can be seen in Figure 4.8 with the 

rest of the SEM images from this run. The deposition time must be balanced between 

protecting the sidewall from pitting, and excessive deposition build up constricting the via 

CD. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. SEM images of Test 6 in the DSi-v™ chamber. Although the top of the feature in image 

A has been covered by a cleave effect, it does show that target depth has been reached with 

generally good etch quality, as seen in images B and D. An example of pitting damage is shown in 

image C, with the undesirable effects highlighted in the red ellipses. 

919µm 

A B 

C D 
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A slight increase to the deposition step times to address the pitting damage was 

combined with extending the process depth in Test 7, the result of which can be seen in 

Figure 4.9. The top of the feature is near perfect, with defined scalloping, conformal 

deposition and no damage. This quality extends to a significant portion of the full depth of 

the feature, before AR effects take hold and start constricting the profile towards the base, 

with some damage being introduced. It is possible to improve AR effects in shallower TSVs, 

as demonstrated by SPTS Technologies Ltd in Figure 4.10 which shows the improvement of 

roughness and profile in a 10x100µm via over the course of a development, also processed 

in the DSi-v™ chamber. The aspect ratio is in line with that of the bore (10:1 vs 13:1), showing 

that reducing AR effects is a possibility in features of this type. However, the bore depth of 

1365µm is a significant achievement with a single source DRIE machine at over twice the 

depth of a standard thickness wafer – it may be possible to reduce some of the negative 

effects but it would require an extensive, costly, and time-consuming investigation. Given 

the requirements for this application, this was not necessary as the etch quality in this 

feature to ~950µm is sufficient to allow live cell delivery [38]. 
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Figure 4.9. SEM images of Test 7 in the DSi-v™ chamber. The deepest etch in the development; the 

top is as good as can be expected for any via application. Striations and damage start to form at 

about 950µm depth, closing the profile towards the base. Cleave effects have prevented capturing 

of the whole via in one image. Image A and C show the top and bottom portions of the via 

respectively, with Image C also giving the depth measurement of 1365µm. Image B shows the 

excellent scalloping at the top of the feature, with images D and E showing the difference in quality 

at the top and base of the via. Spikes on the mask in image D are from localised spots of excessively 

hardened mask and do not affect the etch. 
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In future developments, if >1000µm depth is required for the bore etch then a Rapier™ 

etch module would be recommended to maintain etch quality. However, for the current 

design of MN the DSi-v™ meets requirements for the bore etch and is also beneficial from a 

commercial perspective. 

4.3.3 Notching 

Notching refers to a specific type of sidewall damage observed when an etch is 

terminated on an insulating or semi-insulating stop layer. To analyse this characteristic, Test 

7 was etched on a flat wafer setup with a photoresist stop layer. The aims were: 

a) to make sure that the notching effect was present, pronounced, and 

measurable; and 

b) to provide a repeatable platform for analysis. 

 

Figure 4.10. SEM images of 10x100µm TSVs processed in the DSi-v™ chamber by SPTS 

Technologies Ltd. Left; early in development, exhibiting significant sidewall roughness and profile 

tapering near the feature base. Right; result after several optimisations showing a near vertical 

profile and no roughness, overcoming the AR effects. 
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Notching and its causal mechanisms have been extensively studied [18, 180, 181], and is 

considered an undesirable side effect presented when stop layers are used in design, 

because it increases the base CD of the feature and can introduce structural weaknesses 

under stress loads, decreasing durability and reliability.  In general, notching is the result of 

ion deflection, with the stop layer becoming charged and repelling the incident ions into the 

bottom interface of Si to the stop layer, causing issues such as CD expansion and severe 

sidewall damage. Figure 4.11 shows various illustrations of the possible manifestations of 

notching. 

 

As stated, to test the notching for the Bore etch, the process was performed on a test 

wafer with PR stop layer, as described above. SEM images can be seen in Figure 4.12, and 

show the magnitude of the notch. The CD increase of 42% is significant, with additional 

undesirable damage in the notch. With a large notch of 21µm per edge for the bore etch the 

microneedle is at risk of physical weakness from the damage to the bore opening, and 

irregular fluid flow which could disrupt the effectiveness of delivery. 

 

Figure 4.11. Diagram showing manifestations of notching. No notch is visible in feature (a), and 

moderate notching is seen in (b) with the CD flaring outwards towards the feature base due to mild 

ion deflection altering the trajectory of incoming etchant species. Feature (c) shows extreme 

notching, where severe ion deflection causes uncontrolled damage at the stop layer interface. 
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In SPTS DRIE process chambers there are two hardware options available for platen RF 

power delivery, namely High Frequency (HFr) and Low Frequency (LFr). The difference 

between these options, as the names would suggest, is the frequency of the AC power 

delivery; HFr generators deliver the platen power at 13.56MHz (RF), while LFr generators 

deliver power at 375kHz. Although HFr is the standard equipment for platen power delivery, 

LFr can have a positive impact on notching. In theory this is partially due to the ‘off’ period 

for the LFr being longer due to its lower frequency, allowing the stop layer to discharge 

reducing the force with which incoming ions are deflected [182]. Another reason for reduced 

notching with LFr is the lower frequency allows generated ions to respond to the changes in 

RF potential, more so than with HFr platen RF delivery. This increases the number of low 

energy ions, which have a lower directionality and increased charge dissipation properties 

[183]. However, the mechanics of LFr and notch control are not well understood due to the 

number of variables at the etch front. 

Platen pulsing is a process parameter that switches the demand platen RF power on/off 

during the step [18, 183]. Control of the platen pulsing is achieved through two parameters 

– frequency and Duty Cycle (DC). The platen frequency controls the number of cycles per 

 

Figure 4.12. SEM images to demonstrate typical notch formation, prior to development. Image A 

shows the whole base with the notching present on both sides, while image B focusses on one side 

of the feature. The 21µm notch has increased the base CD by 42%, with damage present in the 

notch itself. 

21.1µm 

A B 
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second measured in Hz, and the duty cycle controls the amount of cycles that have the recipe 

power applied for, measured as a percentage. Duty cycle is one of the keys for notching. 

Similarly to LFr, the ‘off’ period of the pulsing allows the stop layer to discharge, preventing 

ion deflection. The lower the duty cycle, the longer the power is ‘off’ and the longer the stop 

layer has to discharge. LFr power can be pulsed, compounding the benefits for notching 

[183]. 

In order to maintain an average delivered power, the recipe requested (peak) power 

must be adjusted in conjunction with the platen pulsing DC. For example, 100W @40% DC is 

approximately equivalent to 200W @20% DC as the average delivered power over the whole 

step would be the same. A conversion for various duty cycles can be seen in Table 4.5 for a 

fixed average platen RF power. Lower platen DC is preferable for the control of notching, 

however the lower bound for DC is limited by this relationship as the peak power delivery is 

affected by both matching and max generator output capability. In practice, this limits the 

DC to a lowest level of around 10%, or 5% in extreme cases, for typical RF generator ranges 

of { REDACTED }. 

 

Demand Platen 
RF Power 

Duty Cycle (DC) 
Average Delivered  
Platen RF Power 

𝑥 W 100 % 𝑥 W 

1.333̇𝑥 W 75 % 𝑥 W 

2𝑥 W 50 % 𝑥 W 

4𝑥 W 25 % 𝑥 W 

10𝑥 W 10 % 𝑥 W 
 

Table 4.5. Comparison of required demand platen RF powers to achieve 𝑥W average delivered at 

varying levels of DC. 
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With DC reduced to the minimum level with the required platen power, trials of HFr vs 

LFr platen delivery on test wafers showed that notch is significantly reduced in the LFr case, 

as can be seen in Figure 4.13 with a numerical comparison of results shown in Table 4.6. The 

notch can no longer be measured, a massive improvement from the HFr result. This is 

theorised to be due to the inherent characteristic of LFr, that the stop layer has a long time 

between peaks to discharge and reduce the damage-inducing ion deflection. With the 

exception of a simple comparison between HFr and LFr notches with this specific process, a 

detailed investigation into LFr benefits for all notches is not possible due to the almost 

infinite applications and process conditions. Instead, it can only be said that LFr is definitely 

beneficial in this case. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13. SEM images showing the reduced notch using LFr platen delivery and reduced DC. 

Image A shows the whole trench base, with B showing a higher magnification of the via interface 

with the stop layer. Minimal CD loss is present, beneficial for MN applications. 

 Measured 
Notch (µm) 

Bottom CD 
(µm) 

HFr Platen RF 
50% DC 

21.1 143.5 

LFr Platen RF 
25% DC 

None 106.6 

 

Table 4.6. Numerical results of the measured notch and bottom CD with HFr platen RF power at 

50% duty cycle compared to the results when processed with LFr platen RF power at 25% duty cycle. 

A B 
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4.4 Process Integration: Bevel and Bore 

With a satisfactory process developed for both the bevel and bore etches, the next step 

was to test how well they can be integrated. This is essential for manufacturing, if process 

combination is hard or requires significant work between steps then it would have severe 

knock-on effects for scalability of production. 

Bevelled wafers were produced using the process described in Chapter 3, and prepared 

for the bore etch as per Section 4.2.1. In addition to the masking steps previously described 

for flat test wafers, blue tape was applied across the bevelled device surface to allow vacuum 

sealing on the PR spinner chuck. The wafer was placed front side (tape) down on the chuck 

so that the flat wafer back side is facing up, illustrated in Figure 4.14. The method of PR 

application was the same between test and device wafers. 

 

During the bore etch process, the non-planar device surface on the bevelled wafer front 

side needs to be covered to provide a stop layer to prevent unwanted etching. This was 

achieved using a SUSS MicroTec AS8 spray coater to lay AZnLof2070 photoresist in the bevel 

 

Figure 4.14. Illustration of the taping method allowing vacuum sealing of the inverted device wafer 

on the PR spinner chuck. 
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trenches, with acetone used as a thinning agent for the resist. The acetone facilitates the 

spraying of resist onto the surface, but evaporates after application to wafer as the AS8 has 

a heated chuck. Sprayed resist must be used in this case due to the topography of the wafer 

surface. 

 The key step within the preparation of production wafers was the application of PR to 

the bevelled surface. This had two notable effects; firstly it prevents the etching of the carrier 

wafer beneath the device wafer, and secondly it prevents the Crystalbond 555-HMP adhesive 

from entering the bore hole. The adhesive is very problematic to remove from the bore and 

can travel up the bore during process to flow out the top causing a messy, unusable wafer. 

The PR coating on the bevel prevents this by forming a ‘stop layer’, a layer in a semiconductor 

device, which is typically only present to provide a stopping point for the process to prevent 

further etching. 

When combining the information from the previous test development, a ‘best guess’ 

bore process was performed on a bevelled device wafer. Etching to an angled surface, such 

as is necessary in the case of the bevelled device wafers, is extremely uncommon and 

therefore provides a unique challenge in terms of notch control. The chosen etch process 

conditions used both LFr and the lowest DC possible before reaching the limit of power from 

hardware components. The notch present on the device wafers can be seen in Figure 4.15, 

and justifies the previous efforts to control the notching. While the overall notching was at 

an acceptable level it is asymmetric. 
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This asymmetric notch is interesting, and probably the result of the properties of a 

charged, angled layer [184]. Essentially the incoming ions are no longer deflected to both 

sides equally, but follow the existing topography of the stop layer. This hypothesis is 

illustrated in Figure 4.16. Due to the rarity of processing to an angled stop layer, the 

manifestation of asymmetric notching was not foreseen before the process was tested on 

bevelled device wafers. Due to the scarcity of device wafers during the development phase 

of the manufacture process, a full-scale investigation was not possible to mitigate what is a 

minor negative effect. Future investigations could be considered to reduce the angled 

notching phenomenon, including simulations of incident ions on charged angular surfaces. 

 

Figure 4.15. SEM images showing notching of the bore process when performed on a bevelled 

device wafer. Image A shows the full via etched to a depth of 960µm and making contact with the 

angled stop layer on the bevel, but cleave effects have obscured the via opening at the bottom of 

the picture. A higher magnification image can be seen in B, showing the interface of the via with 

the angled stop layer. The notch effect is only present on one side of the feature. 

A B 
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Figure 4.16. Diagram showing the unique characteristics of notching on a bevelled surface. Silicon 

wafers are shown in grey and stop layers are shown in red. Positive ions are seen in blue, either as 

part of a charged layer or as an etchant plasma species. In the latter case, the direction and 

deflection are shown by blue arrows and lines respectively. The top diagram shows notching on a 

flat surface, while the bottom image shows the same effects on a bevelled surface. 
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In addition to the angled notching, an effect specific to etching on a bevelled wafer was 

the limited thermal contact between device and carrier wafer. A comparative illustration can 

be seen in Figure 4.17, showing the reduction of heat transport. The practical effect of this 

was the lowered etch quality towards the feature base as seen previously in Figure 4.15. DRIE 

processes tend to be sensitive to thermal effects, with an increase in wafer temperature 

leading to less deposition to protect the sidewalls. Increased etch times exacerbate this 

effect, and the depth of the bore increases the risk of thermal-related damage during the 

etch. The quality of the etch had not been reduced to an unacceptable level; given future 

plans for a carrier-less process flow which would limit thermal based effects of etching, it 

was not deemed a reasonable use of time or material to try to improve the limited striations 

presented on the bevelled wafers. The final device wafers are processed with the result seen 

in Figure 4.15. When backlit, light can be seen through the wafer as shown in Figure 4.18. 

This demonstrates that the TSV has etched to the required depth without need for 

destructive analysis. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Methods of bonding wafers for etching. The flat ‘Test Wafer’ (A) has full contact with 

the carrier, where the ‘Device Wafer’ (B) has limited interface between the wafer to be etched and 

the carrier wafer. The cavities severely diminish thermal transport between the two, allowing the 

device wafer to overheat. 

A B 
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4.5 Conclusions 

The bore etch has been successfully developed to facilitate fluid flow through the Silicon 

microneedles – one of the key benefits to this novel production flow. This was achieved by 

conceptualising and optimising an extremely deep TSV etch on current generation DRIE 

machine. 

Challenges presented by this application included the significant depth, targeting twice 

the depth of similar etch types in these features was the primary concern as depth increases 

are non-trivial. In tandem with the depth, the avoidance of AR related damage and potential 

limitations was key including the control of the etch profile. Ramping was used during the 

 

Figure 4.18. Optical image of device wafer, processed with bevel and bore etches. The material at 

the die corners is the Crystalbond 555-HMP and demonstrates the very limited surface area 

available for thermal transport between carrier and device wafers. The light visible through the TSV 

shows that the bore etch has been completed to the correct depth for hollow microneedles. 
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process to increase the depth while minimising damage and maintaining straight sidewalls, 

but introduced complicated interdependent parameters with step times, chamber pressure, 

and platen power all varied across the process length. Reduction of the notch was first 

developed on test wafers to preserve device material, and transferred once an acceptable 

level of notch was achieved. The challenge presented by wafer heating effects is possibly the 

only one that was not controlled, but rather accepted as an unfortunate consequence of the 

current carrier wafer regime. In future it will be possible to eliminate carrier wafers and 

control the device wafer temperature directly. However, the damage was not excessive, and 

the time and wafers that would be needed to fully develop a carrier-less process flow does 

not fit into the conception and optimisation development stage that this project currently 

occupies. 

The difficulties with this depth in the ‘Via’ feature type are many and well documented, 

which highlights and showcases the results achieved here with excellent sidewall quality. As 

a standalone etch on a flat patterned test wafer, the depth far exceeds the etch depth 

presented by previous ‘Ultra Deep’ (UDRIE) applications. The Rapier™ module results were 

in line with expectation and DSi-v™ results were comparable. The maximum depth achieved 

on the DSi-v™ was 1365µm, but showed some breakdown towards the feature base. The 

best results on the Rapier™ exceeded 1150µm with extremely clean sidewalls. The depth 

was limited by the 1.2mm wafer thickness and further increases to this may be possible if 

required. For this development, the benefits to factory footprint and tool purchase cost 

overrides the superior etch quality, and the DSi-v™ was chosen as the correct module type 

going forward. However, it must be stressed that this is primarily because the etch results 

were satisfactory with the DSi-v™, and cost reduction for manufacturing was secondary to 

overall etch quality. For future developments of the Bore etch process as a standalone 

application, a Rapier™ chamber would be recommended. 
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Evaluation of the bore process etching down to a stop layer was completed on flat test 

wafers. The result exhibited notching on the PR stop layer, due to charging of the layer and 

subsequent deflection of etchant ions. The issue was resolved by the use of LFr platen power 

as opposed to HFr, and the reduction of the platen Duty Cycle, both of which allow the charge 

on the stop layer to dissipate and reduce the deflection of incoming ions. The combination 

of these two process changes reduced the notch from 21µm to a negligible size. 

Further to this, integration between the bevel and bore etches was completed. The 

notching that was eliminated on a flat stop layer returned on the bevel stop layer, due to the 

physical properties of charge accumulation on the angled surface. Though visible, the 

notching was not device-critical at the level observed because of the investigation and 

optimisation carried out on the flat stop layer test wafers. With the bore successfully 

processed on the bevelled device wafers, the latest step in the production flow that allows 

the creation of hollow silicon microneedles manufactured using only plasma etch processes 

is demonstrated. Device production wafers are processed using the final bore conditions in 

the previous section, and are then prepared for the next step in the production flow, the 

Shaft etch. 
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Chapter 5 

Shaft Etch Development and 

Integration 

This chapter will discuss the development of the final silicon etch 

process in the microneedle fabrication process, including test wafers 

and integration with previous steps. Examples of solid and hollow 

microneedles will be presented.  
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5.1 Introduction to Shaft Etch 

The shaft etch is the final step performed in the fabrication of microneedles, and 

provides the vertical height to the MN. In other examples of microneedles, the most common 

forms consist of either a sharp top surface to enter the skin but no shaft [14, 74, 75, 110, 

144], or only a shaft (with or without a sharp ‘rim’) [72, 73] which provides a usable length 

but has potential issues with initial insertion. In some cases, efforts have been made to 

sharpen existing MN [73], but the work undertaken in this project results in a sharp 

microneedle with an integral shaft using only dry etch processing [6, 149]. The height of the 

shaft etch controls the insertion depth for the final MN. If the penetration height of the 

microneedle is too short, it will not be able to break through the stratum corneum and will 

therefore be incapable of transdermal injection. 

The main challenge for this application is maintaining a relatively straight profile at the 

significant depths required (>700µm). This is important as a profile that leads to a reduced 

base width would introduce mechanical weakness and a possible fracture point in the 

structure [151], especially given the decreased wall thickness associated with the hollow 

architecture. Additionally, having a larger pillar thickness at the top of the feature would 

result in an overall shape resembling an arrowhead, leading to a higher possibility of the 

microneedle becoming lodged in the skin. 

In this chapter, wafer preparation will be described and etch targets defined. Initial 

process tests on flat wafers enable study of the etch results independent of effects from the 

bevelled surface. Once optimised, the process is transferred to bevelled device wafers. The 

shaft etch is processed in combination with the bevel etch to form solid MN, and bevel & 

bore etches to form hollow MN. 
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5.2 Shaft Etch Method and Metrology 

5.2.1 Wafer Preparation and Photolithography 

Lithography steps were completed at Swansea University by Olivia Howells. To prepare 

for shaft patterning, wafers are placed in a bath of TECHNISTRIP P1316 heated to 70°C, and 

agitated until clean. 

Photoresist was applied to the wafer frontside using a SUSS MicroTec AS8 spray coater. 

A solution of acetone and AZnLof2070 photoresist was used for spraying, with the acetone 

acting as a thinning agent and subsequently evaporating from the wafer surface due to the 

heated chuck in the AS8. PR was baked at 130°C for 10mins on a hotplate before being 

transferred to a SUSS MicroTec MA8 for UV mask patterning. Excess resist was removed 

using AZ276 developer. Sprayed resist must be used in this case due to the topography of 

the wafer surface. 

Crystalbond 555-HMP adhesive was used to bond 100mm test wafers to 150mm carriers. 

The adhesive has a thermal flow point of 66°C which is achieved by placing wafers on a 

hotplate and applying the Crystalbond to the wafer backside, before being placed onto the 

carrier wafer and cooled ready for processing. 

It is important to note that this development was undertaken after the Bevel had been 

optimised, and as such benefited from the investigation detailed in Chapter 3 Section 3.3 to 

improve the non-uniformity of high open area etches. As the Shaft etch is also a high open 

area application, process testing was carried out using the sacrificial Si around the device 

wafer as described in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.3 to mimic the effects of a uniformity ring. 

5.2.2 Etch Targets 

A depth target of 700µm was set in order to breach the stratum corneum and place the 

central bore far enough into the skin to achieve transdermal injection. Although the stratum 
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corneum is typically <20µm thick [123, 124], the elasticity of the skin layers necessitates a 

much longer MN – ~400µm would be sufficient to enter the skin consistently with a solid MN. 

The depth target was increased here as the bore hole sits approximately halfway down the 

bevel. Because of this, the depth of the shaft must be larger to facilitate the penetration of 

the full bore opening beneath the stratum corneum allowing injection to a region that would 

permit full diffusion of the injected fluid. 

To avoid the arrowhead shape described in Section 5.1 the etch profile must be 

controlled; in a model situation, a vertical profile is ideal. However, in practice a 90° profile 

is not possible. For shaft etches, the main driver of profile angle is the temperature of the 

device wafer. Silicon etching is an exothermic chemical reaction [15, 17, 18], and with the 

topography of the pillar providing little opportunity for heat dissipation this increases the 

device wafer temperature. At higher temperatures, the deposition step becomes less 

effective and tapers the profile. It was for this reason that the realistic minimum profile 

target of 88° was set. 

General quality of post-etch wafers was also a key concern. The wafers must be of 

sufficient cleanliness to be used for medical applications, so it follows that the etch must be 

free from defects that may lead to particle formation. Smooth sidewalls with no striations or 

significant damage are required, and in addition to this a clean etch front is necessary which 

avoids the formation of ‘silicon grass’ [15, 16]. In this context, grass is micro- or nano-scale 

spikes that protrude from the feature base, illustrated in Figure 5.1. Formation of grass is 

usually the result of micromasking, insufficient deposition clearing, or ineffective chemical 

etch. It is particularly common in this type of high open area, large feature application; the 

abundance of Si to be etched by limited available etchant can lead to grass formation. 
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5.2.3 Metrology and Analysis 

Shaft etch wafers were primarily analysed by cross-sectional imaging in a Zeiss SEM. 

Wafers were cleaved along the silicon crystal plane, and loaded into the SEM for imaging and 

measurements using the integrated metrology available on the Zeiss SEM. Analysis in this 

manner provides both qualitative and quantitative results. Optical images were limited in 

their use for this structure but can provide a reasonable way to image at lower 

magnifications. They are also beneficial in that optical imaging is not destructive, so can show 

qualitative results without sacrificing a device wafer. 

 

5.3 Shaft Etch Development and Results 

5.3.1 Etch Module and Initial Results 

A SPTS Technologies Rapier™ module was chosen to start the shaft etch development. 

This was due to key requirement of profile control, as the secondary source RF power and 

secondary gas flows on the Rapier™ provide additional process control over single source 

etch modules which may help in tuning the profile [164]. 

 

Figure 5.1. Illustration of features, showing (A) a cleanly etched feature with a smooth base; and 

(B) a feature exhibiting a typical manifestation of grass. 
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Initial tests for the shaft etch were performed on flat test wafers, which saves device 

wafers from being consumed in development and also separates results of the etch process 

from the effects of combining processes in the production flow. 100mm test wafers were 

patterned as described in Section 5.2.1, and mounted to a 150mm carrier with sacrificial 

silicon around the test wafer ready for process. 

A switched process was used for the shaft, the basics of which are described in Chapter 

2 Section 2.5.4. Use of the SPTS Technologies MORFLEX [178] software for parameter 

ramping could also provide benefits, particularly in relation to the profile control; the 

principles of MORFLEX’s operation are explained in detail in Chapter 4 Section 4.3.1. 

Images from Test 1 can be seen in Figure 5.2. For the initial tests, a shallower depth of 

400µm was targeted to allow assessment and rectification of issues before attempting full 

depth etches of >700µm. As can be seen from the SEM images, the main problem for this 

first process was the formation of grass at the wafer edge. The roughness in the sidewall can 

also be a manifestation of the same root cause, i.e. insufficient deposition clearing causing 

micromasking, and both effects need to be tuned out. The feature at the wafer centre is 

etched cleanly to 400µm with well-defined scalloping and no damage; the challenge was to 

replicate the same quality at the wafer edge. 
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To counteract the effects that lead to grass, the E2 time was increased in Test 2. The 

intention with this process change was to provide a longer period of etching which would 

completely undercut any micromasking and effectively eliminate the grass. As can be seen 

in Figure 5.3, this had the desired effect on the grass, but the process is still on the edge of 

forming grass as evidenced by the striations in the sidewall at the edge. 

 

Figure 5.2. SEM images of Test 1. The centre of the wafer is etched cleanly to 400µm. Grass is 

present at the wafer edge, and can clearly be seen in both the cross-sectional and oblique images. 

401µm 
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The loop number, and therefore total etch time for Test 2 was increased to push the 

depth closer to the target in Test 3. The resulting etch was shown in Figure 5.4 with numerical 

results in Table 5.1, and the most striking aspect of this result is the return of the grass around 

the feature at the wafer edge. The grass seems to be preceded by striations in the sidewall, 

which are also present towards the base of the shaft at the centre, implying that grass will 

form at that site if the etch is pushed to further depth. This is problematic for a potential 

device wafer, but equally from a development standpoint there are also a few issues with 

this process. Firstly, this result is 100µm short of the target depth; as mentioned, the grass 

would only get worse with the additional depth. Secondly, process tuning parameters to 

adjust this result have either already been explored (i.e. E2 time increase), or would cause 

 

Figure 5.3. SEM images of Test 2. The etch remains clean at the wafer centre, with the edge now 

exhibiting a clean etch front. However, striations can be seen towards the base of the shaft at the 

wafer edge. 

419µm 
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excessive tapering of the profile (i.e. platen power increase). Neither of these is good, and 

exploration of other process modules was warranted to see if the results could be improved. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4. SEM images of Test 3. Depth has increased to >600µm, but a large amount of grass 

formation is present at the wafer edge. The centre also shows the beginnings of grass formation. 

Parameter (Units) Target Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

Average Depth (µm) >700 422 444 613 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 4.8 4.9 4.6 

Profile (°) >88 88.8 87.9 89.2 

Grass (µm) 0 48 0 273 
 

Table 5.1. Numerical process results from Tests 1-3 of the Shaft etch trials in the Rapier™ chamber. 

Etch step time was increased after Test 1 to address the grass formation, but resulted in a reduced 

profile in Test 2. Increasing the etch depth of Test 2 resulted in the return of significant grass in Test 

3. 

616µm 
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5.3.2 Process Chamber Transfer: Rapier™ to DSi-v™ 

Due to the previous development of the Bevel and Bore etches, a logical route forward 

for the Shaft etch was to explore the DSi-v™ etch module. This decision was taken from a 

cost-of-ownership viewpoint. When etches in the process flow can be completed on the 

same module, then only owning one module provides a reasonable entry point for low-

volume production. 

To transfer the process to the DSi-v™, the starting point is taken from the recipe 

developed on the Rapier™. All parameters used were the same, with the exception of the 

secondary source power and gas flows which are not available on the DSi-v™ design. The 

result of this initial transfer, Test 4, can be seen in Figure 5.5 with numerical results in Table 

5.2. With the same parameters as the Rapier™, the DSi-v™ has produced a much cleaner etch 

front, but tapers the shaft profile to a thinner base. While this in isolation is not a good result 

due to the poor profile, when compared to Test 3 the lack of grass is promising, and means 

that the developmental focus can be shifted towards profile control rather than cleanly 

achieving the required depth. 

 

The DSi-v™ has a reduced chamber volume, and therefore a lower residence time. It 

takes less time to achieve the required etch pressure with the same gas flow as in the 

 

Figure 5.5. SEM images of Test 4. The DSi-v™ shows a much cleaner etch to 780µm depth. The 

profile is very pinched towards the base, but the etch front is extremely clean. 

781µm 
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Rapier™; this allows each step to reach the correct parameter values more quickly. This could 

explain the difference in the effectiveness of this process between the modules particularly 

given the high open area and associated loading effects as discussed in Chapter 3 Section 

3.3.2, as the increased time spent at the correct pressure and flows for the etch step would 

be longer, reducing grass formation and enhancing the etch.  

While it is possible that the grass could be tuned out in the Rapier™ process, the DSi-v™ 

provides a better result with the same parameters, and a wider process window. In 

combination with the previously mentioned benefits of using a single module type for all 

DRIE steps, development of the shaft etch was continued on the DSi-v™. 

Subsequent tests focussed on the improvement of profile, with numerical results shown 

in Table 5.2 for Tests 4-7. Across these tests the platen power, E2 time, and SF6 flow were all 

ramped down to achieve a profile of 87.5°. This was close to the target of 88° and 

demonstrated that the process is tuneable without the introduction of grass, as can be seen 

with the images from Test 7 shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

Parameter (Units) Target Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 

Depth (µm) >700 781 621 577 616 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 6.9 7.1 6.8 7.0 

Profile (°) >88 86.6 86.7 87.2 87.5 

Grass (µm) 0 0 0 0 0 
 

Table 5.2. Numerical process results from Tests 4-7 of the Shaft etch trials in the DSi-v™ chamber. 

Improvement of the profile is steady across the tests, but still short of the 88° target. 
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However, to achieve the target depth and profile more drastic process changes were 

considered for Test 8. With the E2 time ramped down, thermal build up in the substrate 

occurs at the start of the process more than the end. To combat this and the pinched profile 

that comes with excessive heat, the E2 time for Test 8 was fixed to the lowest level in the 

previous process. Removing ramping is not usually considered when tuning profile, but in 

this case controlling the wafer heat is the most important driving factor for profile. In 

addition to this, the loop number was increased to push the depth further and the ramps on 

platen power and SF6 flow are changed to match the new loop number. The result of Test 8 

can be seen in Figure 5.7, which shows a variable profile which is calculated using top and 

bottom CDs to be 89.8°; this is only because it narrows in the middle before widening again. 

The damage visible at the top of the feature is the result of mask recession, and is easily fixed 

by the use of a thicker mask. 

 

Figure 5.6. SEM images of Test 7. Profile is improved from Test 4 and the base remains free of 

grass. Further improvements are necessary though, as well as increasing the depth. 

238µm 
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Test 9 contained only minor changes from Test 8 aimed at giving a straight profile rather 

than the variation previously seen. The changes made to do this were to remove the ramping 

from the platen power and SF6 flow; by ramping both down, at the end of Test 8 the process 

has neither enough platen power nor enough SF6 to maintain a truly clean etch front, as 

evidenced by the formation of striations and widening profile at the base. The mid-way point 

of the Test 8 feature was both clean and has a relatively straight profile, so for this reason 

the mid-way values of the platen power and SF6 ramps were chosen for Test 9. The numerical 

results can be seen in Table 5.3, with images shown in Figure 5.8. The changes had the 

desired effect, with the shaft exceeding the target depth and profile. Non-uniformity is 

excellent, and no grass is present at the feature base. This result was satisfactory to conclude 

development of this process on test wafers, and begin the transfer to device wafers. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. SEM images of Test 8. Nominally a better profile, but this is due to the flaring at the 

base. Top damage is present, but only an artefact of mask recession rather than a process issue. 

794µm 
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5.4 Process Integration: Bevel and Shaft 

5.4.1 Initial Combination Tests 

The shaft etch for devices was completed on the bevelled wafer frontside, described in 

Chapter 3. To prepare bevelled device wafers for the shaft etch, any PR or etch residues were 

removed by submersion into a heated bath of TECHNISTRIP P1316. Coating of the photoresist 

was completed by the SUSS MicroTec AS8 spray coater, as described in Section 5.2.1. This 

 

Figure 5.8. SEM images of Test 9. The profile is near vertical, the base is free of grass, and the 

depth target of 700µm has been met and exceeded with a shaft height of 790µm. 

Parameter (Units) Target Test 7 Test 8 Test 9 

Depth (µm) >700 616 791 790 

Etch Rate (µm/min) None 7.0 6.2 6.2 

Profile (°) >88 87.5 89.7 89.0 

Grass (µm) 0 0 0 0 

{ REDACTED } 

 

Table 5.3. Numerical process results from Tests 7-9 of the Shaft etch trials in the DSi-v™ chamber, 

including key process changes. Depth has been increased to beyond the target, and process changes 

have had the intended effect on profile. 

790µm 
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method of masking is preferential to spin coating in this case due to the significant 

topography present on the wafers; spin coating works well for planar surfaces, but would 

not provide a conformal layer over the bevel and could possibly leave large areas of the wafer 

totally unmasked. 100mm device wafers are bonded to 150mm carriers using Crystalbond 

555-HMP in the same way as test wafers, described in Section 5.2.1. After completion of this, 

wafers are ready for process. 

Due to the importance of material for biological testing as part of the wider project, each 

device wafer processed with the bevel etch becomes a valuable commodity. This is because 

the production of solid MN facilitates insertion testing, which can be completed without the 

bore and is required for the proof-of-concept experiments regarding skin penetration, 

essential to the final device effectiveness. As such, the material available for destructive 

testing (i.e. cross-sectional SEM images) was limited because barring a catastrophic wafer-

level event the solid MN are still of use. This means that where possible, multiple process 

changes were combined using experience with plasma etching to achieve the best results; 

this had the unfortunate side effect of limiting the amount of data collection possible for the 

effect of individual parameters and trends as many occur simultaneously and runs cannot be 

directly compared. 

Preliminary testing of the shaft etch on the bevelled surface was completed with an oxide 

mask. This was due to the increased selectivity given by hardmasks over photoresist for 

silicon DRIE applications. To achieve this, bevelled pieces were coated in a layer of Silicon 

Oxide (SiO2) using a SPTS Technologies Ltd Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition 

(PECVD) system. To open the oxide hardmask, PR was deposited on the wafer surface as 

described above and patterned with the shaft layout. An ICP chamber was then used to etch 

the oxide layer, before the pieces were mounted for shaft etch tests in the Rapier™, as the 

initial tests for this development occurred before the transfer of other processes to DSi-v™. 
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The best process available from the flat test wafer development was used to etch the 

structures, and the result can be seen in Figure 5.9. The open silicon was severely 

micromasked, and pre-etch SEM images of the surface show why – the oxide had not been 

fully cleared from the silicon surface, leaving mask on the surface. This was due to the 

ineffective etching of the oxide, because the ICP was not designed to etch oxide. In the 

absence of a dedicated option to open the hardmask layer, the decision was taken to begin 

development of the shaft etch using only a thick PR mask. 

 

Testing of the shaft etch with a PR mask on bevelled device wafers was completed using 

wafer pieces from the bevel development. This was for the same reasons as mentioned 

above, device wafers are scarce and valuable so any opportunity to test the process on used 

pieces is beneficial for initial investigations. In this case, the pieces used were from the 

 

Figure 5.9. (A) Etch test with a Silicon Oxide mask. (B) Angled view of the etched surface and 

remaining mask. (C) Pre-etch angled view of wafer top surface showing open silicon and Silicon 

Oxide mask. (D) Close-up view of wafer surface showing remaining material. 

A B 

C D 
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Rapier™ to DSi-v™ transfer of the bevel process, shown in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.5. As such, 

Test 10 was processed with the pre-etch ‘flat top’ topography seen in the left image of Figure 

5.10. The result of etching the shaft on this type of bevel can be seen on the right of Figure 

5.10, with good results but some obvious negative effects from the combination of 

processes. In general, this is a good starting point process that requires some tuning to 

address the issues. Before this development was continued, it was beneficial to analyse the 

different bevel topographies from the shaft perspective. 

 

In Chapter 3 Section 3.3.6, the pointed bevel shape was shown to have benefits for mask 

patterning. By etching the bevels to a pointed shape, the central point is in a consistent place 

for the whole of the wafer, as shown in Figure 5.11. This design mitigates for variations in 

lateral etch; although this metric had been significantly improved, it still has an effect on the 

fabrication of the MN, which was minimised by totally undercutting the mask to create a 

pointed bevel. As well as improving the patterning yield, the pointed bevel also has 

theoretical benefits when compared to the flat top after the shaft etch. Figure 5.12 illustrates 

a comparison of the two bevel topographies when processing the shaft etch, and with the 

flat top shape to the bevel the usable height of the MN is reduced. With this established, the 

shaft etch development continued by using pieces from a wafer with a pointed bevel. 

 

Figure 5.10. (A) Flat top bevel used for initial combination tests. (B) The first result of the shaft 

etch performed on the bevel surface. 

A B 
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Figure 5.11. Comparison of shaft patterning regions (red lines) between the flat top bevel (A) and 

pointed bevel (B). The pointed bevel provides a more consistent placement of the shaft on the bevel 

across the wafer. 
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To transfer the shaft etch to the pointed bevel, pieces from the bevel development in 

Chapter 3 Section 3.3.6 were coated with the shaft pattern as described above. For initial 

testing, a 400µm depth was targeted to analyse the etch independently of depth related 

issues. The result of this, Test 11, can be seen in Figure 5.13 and showed very good results. 

The shaft profile is straight and the etch front is clean, with the exception of some minor 

grass formation on the steeper portions of the bevelled surface. The result here shows a 

reasonable representation of the aims for the final form of the microneedle, albeit at half 

depth with no central bore. 

 

Figure 5.12. A graphical representation of the expected difference between etching the shaft on 

bevels with flat (A) and pointed (B) topographies. 
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Following on from this half depth test, the next logical step is to increase the etch depth. 

Another bevelled wafer piece was prepared in the same way as Test 11, and processed with 

more loops to target >700µm depth. SEM images from Test 12 are shown in Figure 5.14, and 

immediately it can be seen that there is a micromasking problem that was not present in the 

previous test. As the roughness extends above the level seen in Test 11, it can be reasonably 

assumed to be an effect independent of the etch process, and instead stems from some 

variation in the surface or patterning between the tests. To identify the root cause(s), further 

investigations were devised. 

 

 

Figure 5.13. Shaft etch processed on a pointed bevel. Image A shows the cross section used for 

analysis, with the half-depth etch showing a clean etch front and good profile of 89° at 445µm 

depth. Some minor grass is present on the angled bevel as can be seen on the left of image B. 

 

Figure 5.14. Result from the extended Shaft etch time in Test 12. Images show the cross section 

(A) and angled view (B). Significant micromasking is present and highlighted in the red ellipses, 

indicating a pre-etch masking issue. 

A B 

A B 
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5.4.2 Investigation of Result Variations 

Initial investigations into the cause of the grass and process result variation centred on 

the pre-etch masking quality. During the development of processes, this is the first possible 

cause that requires investigation when faced with unexplained process results, due to the 

variation that can be present with the masking quality. Like etching, photoresist masking 

steps require optimisation to provide a quality coating both in terms of total removal from 

areas intended to be open, and profile/thickness of masked areas. Figure 5.15 shows optical 

images of the shaft mask pattern on the bevelled surface. Evidently there are complications 

present when patterning on an angled surface compared to a flat surface, resulting in some 

areas of PR remaining where it is undesirable – this is likely due to the angle of the bevel 

causing an artificial increase in mask to the vertically incident UV photons, meaning 

ineffective removal of PR. To address this, development of the PR masking process was 

undertaken on bevelled wafers with Olivia Howells at Swansea University, primarily varying 

the UV exposure time and intensity. The resultant PR mask from the develpment is shown in 

Figure 5.16, and can be seen to be significantly improved from the previous pre-etch images. 

Figure 5.17 shows a comparison of the shaft etch processed on each mask type, and 

unfortunately the improvement in the masking hasn’t completely eliminated the silicon 

spikes produced by micromasking events. Larger micromasking artefacts have been 

removed, but it appears some additional effect is controlling the finer micromasking/grass. 

Additional investigation is necessary to diagnose the cause of the grass and improve the etch 

result. 
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Figure 5.15. Optical images of the shaft mask pattern on the bevel surface. Inconsistencies in the 

mask patterning are obvious, with both PR spots left where it is undesirable and open Si in areas 

that should be masked. 

 

Figure 5.16. Optical images of the improved shaft mask pattern on the bevel surface. Most 

significant masking defects have been addressed. 

 

Figure 5.17. SEM images of the shaft etch with the improved mask patterning on the bevel surface. 

Major micromasking evens have been reduced, but some finer grass remains around the feature. 

Image A shows the MN etched to a usable depth of 621µm, while image B is a higher magnification 

image of the MN tip. The top with of the feature is 322µm, with a tip angle of 29.6°. 

Silicon 

PR 

621µm 

632µm 

A B 
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5.4.3 Non-Planar Silicon Smoothing 

Continuing the investigation into the grass formation, cross-section SEM imaging of an 

un-masked bevelled wafer was undertaken. High-magnification imaging shows that the 

bevelled surface is not smooth, and in fact consists of jagged peaks approximately 2-5µm in 

height. Additionally, nano-scale roughness exists in the contours of these larger serrated 

peaks. Images can be seen in Figure 5.18. This significant surface roughness could be allowing 

PR to remain shadowed from the UV in the masking process, meaning that small pockets of 

PR exist hidden on the bevelled surface potentially leading to the grass seen during the etch. 

To test this, it was decided to explore the removal of the roughness to view its effect on the 

subsequent patterning and etching of the silicon. 

For planar wafers, a common industrial technique is Chemical-Mechanical Polishing 

(CMP), a method that smooths wafer surfaces by both chemical reactions and mechanical 

abrasion [185]. Plasma-based smoothing processes also exist to remove roughness for planar 

surfaces [30], and are often referred to as CMP elimination as they remove the messy 

techniques used during the grinding of substrates for CMP. 

For non-planar wafer surfaces such as the angled bevel, CMP can’t be employed as the 

topography of the wafers means that the surface cannot be ground to a smooth finish while 

maintaining the desired features, and plasma-based smoothing is more difficult due to the 

angled surfaces. A novel plasma smoothing method for non-planar silicon wafers has been 

developed to effectively smooth the bevelled surface of the MN device wafers to the level 

shown in Figure 5.19. Roughness on the angled surface has been entirely eliminated, leaving 

a smooth surface especially in comparison to the pre-smoothing SEM images in Figure 5.18. 

The intricacies of this method cannot currently be discussed due to an ongoing patent 

submission not currently in the public domain (Application number GB2118859.4). 
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Figure 5.18. SEM analysis of the pre-smoothing bevel roughness. The bevel exhibits micro-

roughness up to 5µm with a jagged appearance, but also has much smaller nano-roughness all over 

the surface. 

 

Figure 5.19. SEM analysis of the bevel roughness after the novel smoothing process. Micro- and 

nano-roughness has been eliminated, resulting in a very smooth surface. The images are taken at 

the same magnification as the corresponding images in Fig 5.18 and are directly comparable. 
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When etching the Shaft process on this smoothed bevel some smaller amounts of grass 

can still be seen, as in Figure 5.20 – although the grass was still present, it is to a lesser degree 

than previously observed. From this it can be concluded that the bevel roughness contributes 

to the formation of grass, but is not the sole cause of the micromasking seen during the rest 

of the development. Although there is still some minor grass, the smoothing of the bevel 

process does massively improve the consistency of the etch quality between runs, so is still 

a worthwhile step in the process. 

 

Fundamentally then, the base level of grass after the shaft etch is not from either 

a) the process, demonstrated by the clean etch on the flat test features; 

b) the PR masking, as the finer grass showed minimal improvement with mask 

optimisations; 

c) the roughness on the bevel surface, as some grass remained after smoothing the 

wafer. 

 

Figure 5.20. SEM image of the shaft etch performed on the smoothed bevel surface. In general the 

etch quality is improved, though some minor grass remains. The MN is etched to a usable depth of 

464µm, with a width of 243µm. 
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To reduce the impact of the grass on the final MN form the process is altered to undercut 

the micromasking, but as described in Section 5.3.1 the negative effect of this is the decrease 

in profile. However, for this case the reduction of the grass is more important and the 

decrease in profile is acceptable at this level. The final form of the combination between the 

bevel and shaft etches, the solid silicon microneedle, can be seen in Figure 5.21. 

 

 

5.5 Process Integration: Bevel, Bore, and Shaft 

To fabricate a full microneedle, the three etch processes developed were combined on 

the same device wafer as described in Chapter 1 Section 1.7. Care has been taken throughout 

the developments to integrate the processes that are adjacent in the production flow to 

ensure minimal complications at this final stage of device processing, with examples detailed 

below. 

 

Figure 5.21. SEM image of the shaft etch performed on the smoothed bevel surface with process 

changes. The solid microneedle form is shown with minimal grass at the expense of a slightly 

pinched profile. The MN is etched to a usable height of 731µm, with a top width of 263µm and base 

width of 223µm. 
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Section 5.4 describes the work carried out to produce solid microneedles by combining 

the bevel and shaft etches. To fabricate hollow microneedles, this process combination must 

itself be integrated with the bore etch. Chapter 4 Section 4.4 details the work undertaken to 

perform the bore etch stopping on the bevelled surface, and by executing the shaft etch on 

a bevel + bore etch device wafer, hollow microneedles can be produced. In terms of the full 

integration of etch processes, no additional complications were expected from performing 

all three process on the same wafer compared to the developments combining two adjacent 

processes. This is because if aligned correctly, the bore and shaft etching do not interact with 

each other. In terms of the wider process flow, the only additional concern was that the bore 

opening must be completely covered by the masking material during the shaft etch to 

prevent etchant species from uncontrollably damaging the internal bore sidewalls – care was 

taken to avoid this.  

A full hollow silicon microneedle is shown in Figure 5.22, and can be seen to have the 

desired characteristics for insertion and injection; a sharp tip for facile penetration, a near-

vertical shaft to a depth that allows breach of the stratum corneum, and a bore to facilitate 

fluid flow through the MN. These microneedles are produced in 1x5 arrays, but the SEM used 

does not have a low enough magnification to capture all 5 MN in a single image. In total, 259 

of the 365 arrays on the wafer have all 5 MN functional, resulting in a 71% yield for this 

combination of processes. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

A successful development of the shaft etch process has been carried out, allowing the 

hollow silicon microneedle to be inserted to the correct depth for transdermal fluid 

transport. Initially developed on test wafers, the shaft process was successfully transferred 

to bevel wavers to produce solid microneedles before the etch was completed on full device 

wafers to create hollow silicon microneedles. 

Optimisations were necessary at each stage of the shaft etch development, with the 

main challenges being depth, profile, and grass. development began using test wafers 

processed in the Rapier™ chamber, with half-depth tests requiring recipe tuning to minimise 

 

Figure 5.22. SEM images of hollow silicon microneedles produced by plasma etching in the DSi-

v™. The profile is slightly tapered, with a top width of 241µm and base width of 191µm, but the key 

elements of sharp tip (27.7°), central bore, and sufficient shaft height (800µm) can all be seen.  

800µm 

663µm 

27.7° 
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the grass formation at the feature base. Increasing the etch depth resulted in chronic grass 

at the wafer edge that could not be remedied without negatively impacting the sidewall 

profile. Development was moved to the DSi-v™ due to its advantages in high open area 

applications, and the transferred recipe showed much better results. Optimisation continued 

and the final result on a test wafer was etched to 790µm with a profile of 89° and no grass. 

Initial combinations of the shaft etch with the bevelled surface showed promising results 

from an etch process perspective, but some issues with grass were present that were 

theorised to originate from the bevelled wafer or the patterning rather than the process. 

Tests were undertaken to investigate this and although not completely eliminated, the level 

of grass was reduced and the consistency of the post-etch results was improved to the point 

where process changes became effective in removing the grass. This was achieved through 

a combination of improved PR masking and the development of a novel plasma-based 

smoothing method for angled silicon surfaces. 

Finally, the shaft etch was performed on a bevel + bore wafer to produce full hollow 

silicon microneedles, concluding the etch development work to optimise processes and 

fabricate MN using the novel manufacturing flow described in Chapter 1 Section 1.7 [6, 149]. 
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Chapter 6 

Device Testing, Project Conclusions, 

and Further Work 

This chapter provides an overview of the proof-of-concept 

experiments undertaken to demonstrate basic device capability, 

before giving overall conclusions for the work undertaken in this 

project. Avenues of further work are discussed, with reference to 

possible benefits and challenges.  
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6.1 Preliminary Testing 

Data for mechanical and biological tests was obtained in collaboration with fellow 

Swansea University student Olivia Howells, to provide qualitative information on the 

mechanical performance of the developed microneedles. The use of ex-vivo porcine and 

human skin tissue, for subsequent skin penetration testing, was approved by the local ethics 

committee, reference 08/WSE03/55. 

Proof-of-concept mechanical testing was carried out to ensure that the MN would not 

fracture under thumb pressure insertion forces, for which the approximate normal force is 

<10N [78]. To assess the fracture force of MN, a Hounsfield/Tinius Olsen H1-KS compression 

analyser was used. The H1-KS utilises a 50N load cell descending at a rate of 4.5mm/s in order 

to determine the fracture force of a MN array. In these tests 1x5 MN arrays with shaft 

diameter 300µm were placed on the metal compression platform. Three repeat compression 

tests were completed, and results show that the MN array can resist a compression force of 

22N before starting to fracture. This is over double the normal force applied in manual thumb 

insertion into skin. It should also be noted that the compression tests are conducted between 

two metal plates, and under real-world conditions penetrating through comparatively much 

more elastic skin it is likely that the MN would be able to withstand a higher insertion force 

[6]. 

The microneedles were prepared for testing by attachment to a Luer-lock compatible 

syringe adapter using glue around the edge of the die to prevent blockage of the bore holes, 

allowing flow through the MN and into the skin. Once connected to the syringe, the 

microneedle array protrudes vertically and insertion was accomplished by application 

perpendicular to the skin, using sufficient force to penetrate through the stratum corneum 

and into the lower layers until the MN baseplate rests on the surface of the skin. Depth of 

insertion is controlled by the height of the microneedles, permitting targeted injection 
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depths for different applications with varied shaft lengths without additional training. 

Injection is completed by controlled compression of the syringe plunger at a rate sufficient 

to facilitate fluid flow into the skin; if the solution is injected with too much force, the 

pressure can result in ejection of some of the fluid out of the skin. Removal of the 

microneedles is completed by simply withdrawing the MN array from the skin. 

Preliminary insertion tests were conducted to prove the effectiveness of the MN skin 

penetration, and the potential for fluid injection into skin using microneedles. Initial insertion 

tests were undertaken using ex-vivo porcine skin to determine if the MNs effectively break 

through the stratum corneum. A 1x5 MN array was attached to a syringe by gluing it to a 

Luer-lock compatible syringe adapter, as can be seen in Figure 6.1 (Left). This was inserted 

into porcine skin using thumb pressure before being removed. To determine whether the 

stratum corneum was breached, the site of MN insertion on the porcine skin was stained 

with Methylene Blue (MB) – a hydrophilic water soluble dye that cannot independently 

diffuse through the intact stratum corneum. Any MB solution that does not have a path 

through the perforated stratum corneum can be removed from the skin surface using 

ethanol wipes. The sites of MN penetration are clearly visible after cleaning the surface by 

removing the excess dye. The penetration sites are stained with MB, which stains the skin 

layers beneath the stratum corneum, as can be seen in Figure 6.1 (Right) [6]. Penetration 

studies thus confirmed that the MN effectively break through the stratum corneum and allow 

substances (in this case MB) to penetrate in a ‘poke and patch’ application using solid MN. 
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To determine the depth of penetration, a solid microneedle array was applied to ex-vivo 

human breast tissue (local ethics committee reference 08/WSE03/55). Optical coherence 

tomography (OCT) was performed on the sample, and the image can be seen in Figure 6.2. 

The insertion channel created by the penetration of the microneedle is clearly visible, and 

exhibits the characteristic profile of the bevelled tip with its peak 400µm beneath the surface 

of the skin. Although the microneedle has an outer diameter of 300µm, the opening of the 

channel is 171µm due to the elasticity of the skin. The insertion channel depth of the bevelled 

tip at the shallowest position is 229µm, which is well beyond the stratum corneum which is 

typically <20µm in thickness [123, 124]. This suggests that once the microneedle is applied 

to the skin, the bore opening of a hollow MN would be beneath the stratum corneum and 

fully inserted into the epidermis indicating the effective penetration required for 

transdermal delivery applications. 

 

Figure 6.1. (A) 1x5 microneedle array attached to a Luer-lock compatible syringe adapter. (B) The 

five sites of microneedle insertion into porcine skin, shown by the staining of the skin by Methylene 

Blue [6]. 

A B 
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To demonstrate transdermal injection, a hollow silicon microneedle array was attached 

to a syringe containing MB solution. Figure 6.3 shows the result of MN insertion and MB 

injection into porcine skin. The blue dots on the skin clearly show penetration of the MB into 

deeper skin layers, suggesting effective penetration of the stratum corneum and successful 

transdermal delivery of MB solution. It should be noted that the porcine skin used was quite 

old and thus very tough. Fresh skin is softer and it is suggested that MN testing on fresh skin 

would yield even easier penetration and more effective delivery. 

 

Figure 6.2. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) image of ex-vivo human skin tissue after insertion 

and removal of the solid silicon microneedle array [6]. 
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Efficacy of transdermal fluid injection was tested by loading the syringe with DIL 

fluorescent dye and inserting the MN into porcine skin. 10µl of fluid is injected using a syringe 

pump, controlling the flow to a fixed injection rate of 10µl/min. A typical insulin pump flows 

at 10µl/hr [174], so the increased flow rate possible with MN shows the capability of hollow 

silicon MNs for biomedical drug delivery applications. Analysis of the injected porcine skin 

samples was conducted by imaging a histological cross-section of the MN injection site, 

Figure 6.4. This shows the DIL fluid at the base of the cavity created by the microneedle – 

visible due to the fluorescence of DIL at a wavelength of 565nm. The fluid was retained in 

 

Figure 6.3. Porcine skin showing the sites of Methylene Blue injection using hollow silicon 

microneedles. A single 1x5 hollow MN array was used for multiple applications, with individual 

needle injection sites (1-5) visible for each of the four repeated tests (A-D). 
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the MN channel, with no leakage onto the skin surface, indicating that hollow silicon 

microneedles can deliver fluid beneath the stratum corneum and could thus be used for 

transdermal injection. 

 

The tests conducted were intended to show proof-of-concept for the microneedle 

devices developed in this project, and have demonstrated the capability of hollow silicon 

MNs for effective penetration and injection of molecules into skin layers beneath the stratum 

corneum. Effective insertion was shown with disruption of the stratum corneum, and 

successful injection of fluid was evidenced by the retention of DIL fluid in the skin. 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Histological cross-section of a channel created in porcine skin by microneedle insertion. 

DIL fluid injected by MN can be seen at the base of the channel, in red, approximately 400µm deep 

[6]. 
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6.2 Project Conclusions 

A novel fabrication process flow for hollow silicon microneedles has been developed and 

optimised. Each silicon plasma processing step has been completed on state-of-the-art DRIE 

machines to realise the intended microstructures. 

Development of a single step Bevel etch process was initially performed on the Rapier™ 

system, during which a high depth non-uniformity (±11.3%) was observed. Investigations 

were undertaken to identify the cause and solutions to this uniformity issue. A critical factor 

of this uniformity variation was determined to be related to the local open area of a given 

feature, after an investigation involving the restriction of a test wafer’s open area. This effect 

was confirmed by the comparison of experimental data to theoretical data generated by the 

area of two overlapping circles, demonstrated by Figures 3.4 and 3.6. The uniformity ring 

hardware typically used to mitigate this sort of effect was not an option due to the device 

wafers being carried on a larger wafer size, meaning that the uniformity ring would be too 

far away from the device wafer to have the impact required. Instead of this, pieces of silicon 

were bonded around the device wafer edge to simulate the uniformity ring, reducing the 

non-uniformity to ±6.8% with an identical process. Key process parameters were then 

identified and trialled, with the combination of removing the secondary source power and 

increasing the primary source power providing the best non-uniformity, ±3.83%. As this 

result was achieved using only the primary source, the etch was also tested on the alternative 

DSi-v™ etch system which exhibited a similar depth non-uniformity of ±4% but a much-

improved lateral etch non-uniformity of ±2.76% (vs ±7.05% on the Rapier™). The 

improvement of the lateral etch non-uniformity increases the consistency of the patterning 

of the shaft etch by allowing the shaft pattern to be higher up on the bevel for more of the 

wafer, as demonstrated in Figure 3.11. The bevel etch was then further developed to create 

a point at all positions on the wafer, again improving shaft patterning consistency because 
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the point is always under the centre of the mask, also increasing the usable MN height as 

shown in Figure 5.12. 

The realisation of the ultra-deep Bore etch was also initially developed on the Rapier™ 

system, targeting a minimum etch depth of 900µm. The initial switched starting process 

yielded results that were not of the quality required for the application, with significant 

roughness in the sidewall and a poor profile. This roughness could adversely affect the liquid 

flow through the bore. The sidewall roughness and profile were controlled by changing the 

platen temperature and gas flows, giving a very smooth result to 97% of the depth target. 

Increasing the depth resulted in an etch depth of 1157µm shown in Figure 4.6, a significant 

increase on previously reported UDRIE via etching. Although the Rapier™ is typically the 

system used for applications such as this, process development was transferred to the DSi-

v™ system to align the bore etch with the previous work completed on the bevel etch. After 

initial transfer tests, a maximum depth of 1365µm was achieved, much deeper than the 

900µm target and shown in Figure 4.9. Indeed, 1365µm is over twice the thickness of a 

standard device wafer and therefore the bore etch is at least double the height of standard 

Through Silicon Vias (TSVs). This extremely challenging etch depth was achieved in order to 

facilitate fabrication of MNs with a length of up to 1mm. To improve the chances of 

successful Bore process transfer to device wafers, tests were undertaken to understand and 

reduce the formation of notching on a flat etch stop layer. With the change from High- to 

Low- Frequency platen power and the optimisation of the platen pulsing duty cycle, notching 

on a flat surface was reduced from 21µm to a negligible level as can be seen by the 

comparison between Figures 4.12 and 4.13. Integration of the bore etch with the bevelled 

wafers was then undertaken, with the notching appearing on one side of the feature due to 

the charging of an angled surface (Figures 4.15 and 4.16) and an increase in sidewall 

roughness due to the restricted cooling of mounted wafers, though the quality of the result 

still yielded usable MN. 
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The Shaft etch development was also initially undertaken on the Rapier™, using flat test 

wafers to remove the possibility of any effects relating to performing the process on the 

angled surface of the bevelled wafers. The first tests showed good etch quality down to half 

target depth in the centre of the wafer, but exhibited grass formation at the edge of the 

wafer. The process was altered to remedy the grass formation at half depth, by increasing 

the E2 time. When increasing the process time to achieve increased depth, the grass 

returned to the edge features. Additionally, roughness obtained in the centre was evidence 

that increasing the depth further with this specific process would result in grass, as the 

sidewall roughness showed that increasing depth leads to increased micromasking in this 

regime. Because of this, process development was moved to the DSi-v™. With the same 

process, the DSi-v™ showed a much cleaner etch with no grass and tapering down to the 

base, indicating that the reduced volume of the DSi-v™ chamber does increase the efficacy 

of the etch step in the process. The developmental tests in the DSi-v™ focussed on the tuning 

of etch profile, with the largest changes coming with the removal of E2 ramping to combat 

the build-up of heat in the wafer, removal of SF6 flow, and removal of platen power ramping 

to improve the etch front. 

With each of the etches optimised on test structures, the shaft process was transferred 

to the bevelled wafers. Initial tests were completed on the flat top bevel before moving to 

the pointed bevels to increase the usable needle height, as shown in Figure 5.12. The first 

result on the pointed bevel was completed to half depth, and showed a clean etch front and 

vertical profile, Figure 5.13. Attempts to increase the depth resulted in a serious problem 

with micromasking originating from the etch surface. As there was no change in the process 

except increasing the process time, it was clear that the process was not the cause of the 

grass and further investigation into the cause of grass formation was necessary. Optical 

images showed inconsistent masking, and once this was fixed by optimising the lithography 

process to reduce resist residue after development, the grass was greatly reduced. However, 
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some grass still remained. SEM analysis of the angled bevel showed a rough surface of the 

order of 5µm in magnitude. To reduce this roughness, a novel plasma smoothing process for 

non-planar silicon was developed (patent application number GB2118859.4) with the pre- 

and post-smoothing results seen in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 respectively. Although this did not 

totally remedy the grass, it did improve the consistency of the masking and etching to a point 

where process changes became effective. It is suggested that lithography performed on 

smoothed surfaces produced more uniform resist development and thus reduced resist 

residue after development. Solid microneedle arrays were produced using the combination 

of these two steps (bevel, shaft), as shown in Figure 5.21. The bore etch was then integrated 

into the process flow using the knowledge gained from the development of the bore etch on 

both flat test wafers and angled bevel wafers. By integrating all three process steps on a 

single device wafer, full hollow silicon microneedles were fabricated as shown in Figure 5.22. 

Preliminary compression tests confirmed sufficient mechanical strength under axial 

compression to sustain twice thumb pressure, and skin penetration studies showed effective 

penetration of the stratum corneum using skin insertion tests into ex-vivo porcine skin, with 

injection sites highlighted by methylene blue staining. Depth of penetration was analysed by 

OCT imaging of a microneedle insertion site ex-vivo human breast tissue which confirmed 

successful disruption of the stratum corneum and an injection depth up to 400µm using a 

737µm long MN. Injection of fluid into porcine skin was demonstrated by skin penetration 

and subsequent injection of Methylene Blue solution through hollow silicon microneedles 

and also by imaging a histological cross section of porcine skin injected with DIL fluorescent 

dye using MN, where the DIL was shown to be located at the base of the insertion channel 

created by the injected microneedle. Using the controlled injection rate of 10µl/min, no 

leakage of the fluid onto the surface of the skin was observed. 
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6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Applications and Alternative Designs 

Development of specific biological applications was not the focus of this project, rather 

the intention is to collaborate with other research groups by providing MN arrays for testing 

of suitability for a variety of applications being developed by the individual parties. The focus 

of this work was to optimise the fabrication sequence to allow low-volume manufacturing of 

MN to be completed, tailored to the specific needs of the enquiring group. In future, the 

ramp up of production may be possible to enable mass fabrication and distribution of these 

devices, meaning that the steps developed needed to be compatible with that environment. 

If required, the MN could be modified for specific applications depending on the 

intended use. For example, the shaft length can be varied to achieve a targeted insertion 

depth. Additionally, greater changes to the process flow are possible to achieve different MN 

types, as shown in Figure 1.2. 

The fabrication of solid silicon microneedles is completed using the combination of the 

bevel and shaft processes, and the result can be seen in Figure 5.19. The production of solid 

MN opens avenues to different methods of delivery, most simply the ‘poke and patch’ 

method described in Chapter 1 Section 1.2.2. To produce coated MN, the solid microneedles 

could be covered with an active formulation, suitable for vaccine applications such as 

Influenza where large quantities of fluid are not required [54, 56]. Combined with porous 

silicon manufacturing techniques, the solid MN could be used to produce a porous MN array 

where the solution is captured by the cavities on the surface of the microneedle allowing 

passive diffusion [68-70]. 

If it’s possible to process the bore etch on the frontside rather than the wafer backside 

i.e. starting on the bevelled surface, it would be possible to create a microneedle similar in 
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function to the coated variant, illustrated in Figure 6.5. By only processing to a set depth 

rather than through the wafer, the large cavity could be filled with the active solution before 

insertion, allowing controlled diffusion of the formulation without the negative effect on 

penetration suffered by coated MN from the blunting of the tip and widening of the MN [63]. 

The processing of a frontside bore process would require a dedicated development. 

 

6.3.2 Comparison to Existing MN 

With the final device completed, comparisons to MN available on the commercial market 

can be drawn. Examples of existing hollow silicon microneedles are described in Chapter 1 

Section 1.3.3. 

Nanopass produce the MicronJet [113], a hollow silicon microneedle consisting only of a 

wet-etched bevel and bore [110] as shown in Figure 1.6a. Due to the wedge shape of the 

MicronJet, the instructions for use are more complex than the perpendicular insertion 

required with the MN produced in this project. Though still easier and safer to use than a 

 

Figure 6.5. (A) Illustration of a partial depth bore etch completed from the frontside, bevelled 

surface of the MN. (B) The bore is filled with the active solution (blue) permitting passive diffusion. 

A B 
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hypodermic needle, the MicronJet must be inserted at 45° to the skin with the correct side 

of the array facing down [186]. A line is present on the device applicator to aid with the 

correct orientation of the MN when injecting, however there is still the possibility of 

confusion if the user is not familiar with the device. 

The DebioJect microneedle produced by DebioTech [114] and Bella-mu device from U-

needle [117] can be seen in Figure 1.6b and Figure 1.6c respectively, and are more similar to 

the MN developed here due to the presence of the shaft. The DebioJect device uses a spring-

loaded applicator to aid insertion [115] which adds complication to the device and an 

additional point-of-failure. The Bella-mu needle is produced in-plane before the needle is 

removed from the wafer and mounted in an applicator [12]. The Bella-mu MN are produced 

with excessive length and mounted sunken into the applicator to protrude to the correct 

height for use – this results in a lot of unused length, reducing the number of devices that 

are produced from one wafer. 

The common benefit of the microneedles produced in this development over the existing 

variants of hollow silicon microneedles is the avoidance of hazardous wet chemicals in the 

manufacturing process [6]. The novel plasma production flow [149, 150] presented facilitates 

the manufacture of the hollow bevelled MN developed in this project without the use of KOH 

or HF, while maintaining the benefits presented by the combination of the bevel, bore, and 

shaft for painless transdermal injection. 

6.3.3 Academic and Commercial Interest 

The hollow silicon microneedles fabricated in this project have received attention from 

individuals and groups in both the commercial and research sectors. Several research groups 

have expressed interest in acquiring devices for their own testing, either of the device itself 

or a therapy being developed by the enquiring party. Jereon Wissink, Founder and CEO of U-

needle BV, requested a meeting to discuss the device and specifically noted that he wasn’t 
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aware that etching as deep as the bore was possible using a plasma etch process. Martin 

Peacock is the Director of Zimmer & Peacock AS, a company focussed on collaboration with 

academia and industry to bring new devices to market; his interest in the project is to 

accelerate the timeline of the microneedle devices to serve a commercial audience, with 

parties already enquiring about the purchase of these arrays for their own testing. 

 

6.4 Further Work 

6.4.1 Silicon Plasma Dicing 

To create discrete devices from a whole processed wafer, the individual microneedle 

arrays must be separated. This is known as singulation or dicing, and the current method to 

achieve this and produce usable MN die for testing is saw dicing [187, 188]. As the name 

suggests, saw dicing uses a mechanical Diamond- or Silicon Carbide-tipped saw to remove 

material from between the die, separating the devices ready for use along dicing lanes or 

‘streets’ [187, 188]. This is an established process but has some disadvantages. Firstly, the 

motion of the saw has an impact on the mechanical stability of die that are produced from 

the wafer, as the diamond saw can produce chips in the side of the silicon which may induce 

damage in the devices [187, 188]. Secondly, and specifically relating to the microneedles 

developed here, saw dicing leaves a wall around the device as the sawing must be completed 

through a thick part of the wafer, causing walls around the MN device. This can impact the 

ability of specific die to penetrate the skin as the height of the wall limits the penetration 

depth. An example of the wall can be seen behind the array in Figure 6.6. Mechanically 

sawing through a thick part of the wafer is necessary to avoid damaging the silicon baseplate 

on which the MN array sits. 
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An alternative to saw dicing is plasma dicing. The objective is the same, to separate the 

devices by removing the silicon between them, but with plasma dicing this is achieved using 

plasma etch processes similar to the DRIE processes used in the bore and shaft etches 

described in earlier chapters [189]. During the plasma dicing process, no additional 

mechanical stress is placed on the wafer [187, 188] so the dicing could be performed in 

regions where the silicon is thinner, both removing the issue of structural instability and the 

wall surrounding the MN. Integration of plasma dicing into the process flow would benefit 

the consistency of the final device by eliminating the presence of the wall at all positions on 

the device wafer, improving the insertion capabilities for all die. 

As with the plasma etch processes shown in previous chapters, development and 

optimisation would be required to integrate this as a step in the process flow. However, the 

features for dicing are significantly simpler (typically >15µm CD trenches) than the 

developments already undertaken in this project, and plasma dicing is an established 

technology with examples of existing processes [189-192]. 

 

Figure 6.6. Optical images of a microneedle array with one remaining wall behind the MN. (A) 

shows the wall along the back of the microneedles, with (B) showing the height of the wall in 

relation to the MN. 

A B 
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6.4.2 Increased Wafer Sizes 

As described in previous chapters, the microneedles fabricated in this project were 

completed on 100mm diameter wafers. This is a standardised wafer size, but on the smaller 

end of the common diameters in use for silicon. The frequently used sizes for larger wafers 

are 150mm, 200mm, and 300mm, and scaling the MN production up to increased diameters 

has both benefits and drawbacks. 

The microneedles need to be manufactured from thick (>1400µm) wafers to allow the 

creation of the shaft with a depth of up to 1mm. From the perspective of wafer procurement 

this raises an issue with moving to larger wafer sizes. A search of a wafer supplier [193] for 

silicon wafers of appropriate thickness gives no results for wafers of 200mm or larger, 

effectively limiting current options to 100mm or 150mm diameter wafers. For certain 

applications, including cosmetic microneedle treatments where shorter MN lengths are 

usable, more standard thickness wafers could be used. 

The key benefit of increasing the wafer size is the number of die that can be produced 

on a single wafer. As an example, the current mask layout of the microneedle pattern on 

100mm wafer size yields a maximum 365 die, but a concept layout for 150mm wafers would 

give a maximum 1004 die. This increase in die per wafer allows more devices to be produced 

in the same amount of time, desirable in production environments as it increases device 

throughput for the same operating costs, meaning a lower price per device. 

There is also a cost benefit to developing this process flow on 150mm. In the current 

configuration, 100mm device wafers are placed on 150mm carrier wafers, so a 150mm 

device wafer would raise the prospect of a carrier-less process flow. This would save on 

expenditure, simply by reducing the number of wafers to be used coupled with the three-

fold increase in the number of die. There would be significant development required for a 

carrier-less flow though, as the state of device wafers would severely impact the ability of 
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wafers to clamp. During the bore etch, the pointed bevel side must be placed face down on 

the platen, which could lead to complications with both cooling (due to the large cavities) 

and clamping (as the edge of the wafer would have to give a good seal against the platen). 

Additionally, the holes present in the wafer after the bore etch would need to be reliably 

covered for the same reasons. Despite these issues there are possible solutions, some of 

which can be achieved by modifying the mask design. 

6.4.3 Other Materials 

Plasma etch technology would be compatible with other materials for the creation of 

MN, given the right process flow. Although significantly more expensive, Silicon Carbide (SiC) 

[194, 195] is one such material of interest due to its compatibility with dry etch processing 

[196-198] and the mechanical advantages it holds over silicon [195]. 

Historically SiC has been used due to its advantageous electrical properties, where a wide 

bandgap has significant benefits over Si for power device performance [199, 200]. Although 

this is currently the main area of SiC usage, its mechanical properties have been used to 

create MEMs devices [201, 202] usually with harsh environments in mind such as high 

pressure or temperature [195, 203]. SiC is also biocompatible and maintains structural 

stability due to its relatively high inertness [194]. In the context of MN, this biocompatibility 

and resilience could be the basis for a personal multi-use MN array for repeated injections. 

The use of SiC for microneedles would require a new design and process flow, due to the 

differences between etching Si and SiC. The history of etching SiC is also less explored than 

Si, and although plasma-based SiC etches have been developed for specific applications [198, 

204] significant process work would be required to produce MN devices in SiC. 
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6.4.4 Theranostic Microneedles 

Theranostic devices are named due to their ability to perform both diagnostic and 

therapeutic actions, with these devices combining the advantages of regular microneedles 

with sensing capabilities for in-situ sensing of biological metrics [78, 205-207]. 

Insulin injection for diabetes is one example of an application that benefits from 

automatic delivery [106, 205, 207]. The on-board sensor would be able to determine the 

patient’s blood sugar level, and if necessary, administer insulin without the intervention or 

explicit knowledge of the patient. The ability to effectively administer drugs when needed 

automatically provides a significant benefit to people living with these types of conditions. 

Modern medicine can further benefit from theranostic technology through optimised 

therapies based on measured metrics from specific patients, such as protein and biomarker 

characterisation allowing tailoring of medical treatments to individuals [206]. 

The creation of microneedles from silicon gives a convenient platform for the future 

development of biosensor devices by the integration of additional semiconductor processing 

steps of dielectric and metal deposition [106]. The development of a new theranostic device 

from the MN described in the previous chapters would involve a significant amount of 

process development to design the chip, complete the new production steps, and test the 

resulting device. The new fabrication process would have to be repeated several times to 

optimise the device, so the development of a theranostic MN chip based on these 

microneedles would require a dedicated project to realise its potential. 
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